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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, CASE NUMBER: CR-2006-0003896 
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SUPREME COURT #34589 
KAY JAMES KOFOED, 
Defendant/Appellant. 
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Appeal from the District Court of the Third Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the 
County of Payette. 
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Public Defender 
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Appellant/Defendant 
The Honorable 
Stephen W. Drescher 
District Judge 
LAWRENCE WASDEN 
Attorney General 
P.O. Box 83720 
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3ate: 12/27/2007 Thi. !udicial District Court - Payette County 
rime: 10:16 AM ROA Report 
?age 1 of 5 Case: CR-2006-0003896 Current Judge: Stephen W Drescher 
User: ANDERSON 
Defendant: Kofoed, Kay J 
State of Idaho vs. Kay J Kofoed 
Date Code User Judge 
1 1 /6/2006 NCRF 
PROS 
CRCO 
AFPC 
ARRN 
CNRl 
COMM 
HRSC 
BNDS 
CMlN 
OROR 
11/15/2006 SUBR 
11/17/2006 APER 
DISC 
11/20/2006 CONT 
WAIV 
HRSC 
CMlN 
11/21/2006 NOCO 
11/22/2006 DISC 
11/27/2006 SUBR 
12/4/2006 SUBR 
PHHD 
ORDR 
CMIN 
BELISLE 
GALL0 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
BELISLE 
CUTLER 
CUTLER 
BELISLE 
BELISLE 
BELISLE 
BELISLE 
ANDERSON 
CUTLER 
CUTLER 
BELISLE 
BRUNING 
CUTLER 
CUTLER 
ANDERSON 
New Case Filed - Felony 
Prosecutor assigned Brian D Lee 
Criminal Complaint 
Affidavit Of Probable Cause 
Arraignment / First Appearance 
Constitutional Rights Warning 
Commitment - Held To Answer 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 11/20/2006 
10:30 AM) 
William B Diilon IiI 
William B Dillon Ill 
Wiliiam B Dillon Ill 
William B Dillon Ill 
William B Dillon Ill 
William B Dillon Ill 
William B Dillon Ill 
William B Dillon Ill 
Notice Of Hearing William B Dillon Ill 
Bond Posted -Surety (Amount 5000.00 ) William B Diiion Ill 
Court Minutes William B Dillon Ill 
Order To Release 'OR' William B Dillon Ill 
Subpoena Returned - JD Huff William B Dillon Ill 
Defendant: Kofoed, Kay J Appearance T. Shane William B Dillon Ill 
Darrington 
Request For Discovery William B Diilon Ill 
Hearing result for Preliminary held on 11/20/2006 William B Dillon Ill 
10:30 AM: Continued 
Waiver Of Speedy Trial William B Dillon Ill 
Hcaring Scheduled (Preliminary 12/04/2006 William B Diilon Ill 
10:30 AM) 
Notice Of Hearing 
Court Minutes 
William B Diilon Ill 
William B Dillon Ill 
Notice Of Compliance William B Dillon Ill 
REQUEST FOR SPECIFIC DISCOVERY William 6 Dillon Ill 
Subpoena Returned - JD HuffIChris Hall William B Dillon Ill 
Subpoena Returned No Found Richard Gomez William B Dillon Ill 
Hcaring result for Preliminary held on 12/04/2006 William B Dillon Ill 
10:30 AM: Preliminary Hearing Held 
ORDER BINDING TO DISTRICT COURT William B Dillon Ill 
Court Minutes Wiiiiam B Dillon Ill 
12/5/2006 HRSC ANDERSON Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 12/15/2006 Stephen W Drescher 
09:OO AM) PCS 
INFO ANDERSON Criminal Information Stephen W Drescher 
DISC ANDERSON Request For Discovery 
NOSV ANDERSON Notice Of Service 
Stephen W Drescher 
Stephen W Drescher 
12/6/2006 NOCO ANDERSON Notice Of Compliance for Specific Request for Stephen W Drescher 
Discovery 
1211 412006 NOCO ANDERSON First Noticq Of Compliance Stephen W Drescher 
ROA Reoor t  -1 I 
late: I212712007 Thi' ludicial District Court - Payette County 
rime: 1036 AM ROA Report 
'age 2 of 5 Case: CR-2006-0003896 Current Judge: Stephen W Drescher 
Defendant: Kofoed, Kay J 
User: ANDERSON 
State of Idaho vs. Kay J Kofoed 
3ate Code User Judge 
1211 512006 ARRN ANDERSON Hearing result for Arraignment held on Stephen W Drescher 
1211 512006 09:OO AM: Arraignment I First 
Appearance PCS 
HRSC ANDERSON Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Stephen W Drescher 
0311 512007 10:30 AM) JT 03/27/07 
HRSC ANDERSON Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 03/27/2007 09:OO Stephen W Drescher 
AM) PCS 
CMIN ANDERSON Court Minutes Stephen W Drescher 
111 212007 MOTN ANDERSON Motion to Suppress Evidence and Notice of Stephen W Drescher 
Hearing 
MlSC ANDERSON Memorandum in Support of Motion to Suppress Stephen W Drescher 
Evidence 
HRSC ANDERSON Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Suppress Stephen W Drescher 
0211612007 09:OO AM) 
111 612007 MOTN ANDERSON Motion for Preparation of Transcript Stephen W Drescher 
ORDR CHYSELL Order for Preparation of Transcript cc:DA, Copy Stephen W Drescher 
to Tammy Weber 
MlSC CHYSELL Estimated Cost of Preliminary Hearing Transcript Stephen W Drescher 
cc: Faxed DA 
111 712007 BNDC CHYSELL Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 463 Dated Stephen W Dreschef 
111 712007 for 1 13.75) 
111812007 SUBR ANDERSON Subpoena Returned Huff, Hail 
111 912007 SUBR MARTIN Subpoena Returned t. hauntz 
Stephen W Drescher 
Stephen W Drescher 
211 412007 MlSC ANDERSON Brief in Opposition to the Def's Motion to Stephen W Dresche~ 
Suppress 
211 512007 MISC 
BNDV 
BNDV 
BNDV 
211 612007 HRHD 
CMIN 
212312007 ORDR 
311 512007 HRHD 
CMlN 
311 612007 STIP 
ANDERSON 
CHYSELL 
CHYSELL 
CHYSELL 
MARCIA 
MARCIA 
MARCIA 
CHYSELL 
CHYSELL 
CHYSELL 
Preliminary Hearing Transcript cc:PA,DA Stephen W Drescher 
Bond Converted (Transaction number 96 dated Stephen W Drescher 
2/15/2007 amount 68.25) 
Bond Converted (Transaction number 97 dated Stephen W Drescher 
2/15/2007 amount 45.50) 
Bond Converted (Transaction number 98 dated Stephen W Drescher 
211 512007 amount 68.25) 
Hearing result for Motion to Suppress held on Stephen W Drescher 
0211612007 09:03 AM: Hearing Heid Judge took 
file*** 
Court Minutes Stephen W Drescher 
Order on Motion to Suppress, copies to B Lee Stephen W Drescher 
and S Darrington. 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on Stephen W Drescher 
03/15/2007 10:30 AM: Hearing Held JT 
03127107 
Court Minutes Stephen W Drescher 
Stipulation to Continue Pre-Trial Conference and Stephen W Drescher 
Jury Trial 
ROA Report - 2  
3ate: 12/27/2007 Third Judicial District Court - Payette County 
rime: 10:16 AM ROA Report 
Page 3 of 5 Case: CR-2006-0003896 Current Judge: Stephen W Drescher 
Defendant: Kofoed, Kay J 
User: ANDERSON 
State of Idaho vs. Kay J Kofoed 
Date Code User Judge 
3/16/2007 ORDR CHYSELL Order to Continue Pre-Trial Conference and Jury Stephen W Drescher 
Trial c:PA,DA 
HRSC CHYSELL Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 05/30/2007 09:OO Stephen W Drescher 
AM) PCS 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Stephen W Drescher 
0511 712007 10:30 AM) JT on 5/30/07 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 03/27/2007 Stephen W Drescher 
09:OO AM: Hearing Waived PCS 
HRSC CHYSELL 
HRWV CHYSELL 
4/9/2007 MOTN 
HRSC 
MARCIA 
MARCIA 
Motion to reconsider and Notice of Hearing Stephen W Drescher 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/04/2007 09:02 Stephen W Drescher 
AM) Motion to reconsider 
51312007 STlP 
5/4/2007 ORDR 
HRVC 
CHYSELL 
CHYSELL 
CHYSELL 
Stipulation to Continue Motion to Reconsider Stephen W Drescher 
Order to Continue Motion to Reconsider c:PA,DA Stephen W Drescher 
Hearing result for Motion held on 05/04/2007 Stephen W Drescher 
09:05 AM: Hearing Vacated Motion to 
reconsider 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/17/2007 10:30 Stephen W Drescher 
AM) Motion to Reconsider 
Hearing result for Motion held on 05/17/2007 Stephen W Drescher 
10:30 AM: Hearing Held Motion to Reconsider 
HRSC CHYSELL 
511 712007 HRHD 
HRHD 
CHYSELL 
CHYSELL Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on Stephen W Drescher 
05/17/2007 10:30 AM: Hearing Held JT on 
5/30/07 
STIP CHYSELL Stipulation for Sentence Pursuant to ICR I I (d) Stephen W Drescher 
PLEA CHYSELL Plea Agreement Stephen W Drescher 
CMlN CHYSELL Court Minutes Stephen W Drescher 
5/30/2007 ORDR CHYSELL Order for Presentence Report c:P/P Stephen W Drescher 
HRSC CHYSELL Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 07/24/2007 Stephen W Drescher 
01:30 PM) PCS 
HRHD CHYSELL Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 05/30/2007 Stephen W Drescher 
09:02 AM: Hearing Held COP - PCS 
Court Minutes Stephen W Drescher CMIN 
7/3/2007 MlSC 
CHYSELL 
CHYSELL PSI Report Received Stephen W Drescher 
Document sealed 
Hearing result for Sentencing held on 07/24/2007 Stephen W Drescher 
01 :30 PM: Failure To Appear For Hearing Or 
Trial PCS 
7/24/2007 FTAH ANDERSON 
WARB ANDERSON Warrant Issued - Bench Bond amount: 25000.00 Stephen W Drescher 
Failed to Appear Defendant: Kofoed, Kay J 
STATUS CHANGED: Inactive Stephen W Drescher 
BOND SET: at 25000.00 Stephen W Drescher 
STAT 
BSET 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
Notice of Forfeiture of Surety Bond Stephen W Drescher 
Court Minutes Stephen W Drescher 
2 
CMlN 
ROA Report -3  
3ate: 12/27/2007 Thirr' ludicial District Court - Payette County 
Time: 10:16 AM ROA Report 
>age 4 of 5 Case: CR-2006-0003896 Current Judge: Stephen W Drescher 
Defendant: Kofoed, Kay J 
User: ANDERSON 
State of Idaho vs. Kay J Kofeed 
Date Code 
7/30/2007 STIP 
User 
CHYSELL 
Judae 
Stipulation to Release Defendant on Own Stephen W Drescher 
Recognizance 
Warrant Returned Failed to Appear Defendant: Stephen W Drescher 
Kofoed, Kay J 
STATUS CHANGED: Activate (previously Stephen W Drescher 
inactive) 
Order to Release c:PA,DA,PCSO Stephen W Drescher 
Notice of Hearing c:PA,DA Stephen W Drescher 
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 09/05/2007 Stephen W Drescher 
01:30 PM) PCS 
Sheriff's Certificate of Acknowledgement of Stephen W Drescher 
Surrender of Defendant 
Motion for Exoneration of Bail After Forfeiture Stephen W Drescher 
Surety Bond Exonerated (Amount 5,000.00) Stephen W Drescher 
Order of Exoneration of Bail bond After Forfeiture Stephen W Drescher 
Notice to Defendant Upon Sentencing c:PA,DA Stephen W Drescher 
Hearing result for Sentencing heid on 09/05/2007 Stephen W Drescher 
01:30 PM: Hearing Heid PCS 
Court Accepts Guilty Plea Stephen W Drescher 
Sentenced To Incarceration (137-2732(C)(I) Stephen W Drescher 
Controlled Substance-Possession of) 
Confinement terms: Penitentiary determinate: 1 
year 6 months. Penitentiary indeterminate: 2 
years 6 months. 
STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action Stephen W Drescher 
Sentenced To Pay Fine 107.50 charge: Stephen W Drescher 
137-2732(C)(l) Controlled Substance-Possession 
of 
8/2/2007 WART ANDERSON 
STAT ANDERSON 
ORDR 
NOTC 
HRSC 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
CHYSELL 
MOTN 
8/7/2007 BNDE 
ORDR 
9/5/2007 NOTC 
HRHD 
CHYSELL 
CHYSELL 
CHYSELL 
CHYSELL 
CHYSELL 
CAGP 
SNlC 
CHYSELL 
CHYSELL 
STAT 
SNPF 
CHYSELL 
CHYSELL 
STAY 
COMM 
CHYSELL 
CHYSELL 
Sentencing Stayed until February 1,2008 at 4:00 
p.m. 
Commitment - Sentenced to 4 years IDOC, the 
Court retained jurisdiction for 180 days to 
commence when the Beard takes physical 
custody of the defendant. 
Court Minutes 
Stephen W Drescher 
Stephen W Drescher 
CMlN 
9/7/2007 JDMT 
CHYSELL 
CHYSELL 
Stephen W Drescher 
Stephen W Drescher Judgment and Commitment 
c:PA,DA,PCSO,IDOC 
Credit for Time Served-3 days 
c:IDOC(faxed,mailed),PA,DA 
Affidavit in Support of Motion to Withdraw 
911 112007 CRDT CHYSELL Stephen W Drescher 
9/20/2007 AFFD 
MOTN 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
Stephen W Drescher 
Stephen W Drescher Motion to Withdraw as Attorney and Notice of 
Hearing 
Notice Of Appeal NTOA 
MOTN 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
Stephen W Drescher 
Stephen W Drescher Motion for Appointment of State Appellate Public 
ROA Report -4  Defender ' ' 4 
)ate: 12/27/2007 Third Judicial District Court - Payette County 
Time: 10:16 AM ROA Report 
'age 5 of 5 Case: CR-2006-0003896 Current Judge: Stephen W Dreschet 
Defendant: Kofoed, Kay J 
State of Idaho vs. Kay J Kofoed 
Code 
APSC 
APDC 
MISC 
HRSC 
HRHD 
CMlN 
ORDR 
ORDR 
MOTN 
MlSC 
MlSC 
MlSC 
ORDR 
MOTN 
User 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
ANDERSON 
User: ANDERSON 
Judae 
Appealed To The Supreme Court Stephen W Drescher 
Appeal Filed In District Court Stephen W Drescher 
Clerk's Certificate of Appeal c:ISC Stephen W Drescher 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Withdraw Stephen W Drescher 
10/05/2007 09:OO AM) Motion to Withdraw as 
Attorney 
Hearing result for Motion to Withdraw held on Stephen W Drescher 
10105/2007 09:04 AM: Hearing Held Motion to 
Withdraw as Attorney GWNTED 
Court Minutes Stephen W Drescher 
Order for Leave to Withdraw as Counsel Stephen W Drescher 
Order Appointing State Appellate Public Defender Stephen W Drescher 
in Direct Appeal 
Motion for Reconsideration of Sentence Pursuant Stephen W Drescher 
to Rule 35 
Amended Notice of Appeal Stephen W Drescher 
Amended Clerk's Certificate of Appeal c:ISC Stephen W Drescher 
Supplement to Motion for Reconsideration of Stephen W Drescher 
Sentence Pusuant to Rule 35 
Order on Motion for Rule 35 - DENIED c:PA,DA Stephen W Drescher 
Exparte Motion to Stay Execution of Sentence Stephen W Drescher 
Pending Appeal 
12/4/2007 ORDR ANDERSON Order on Motion to Reduce Sentence Pursuant to Stephen W Drescher 
ICR 35 DENIED c:PA,DA,IDOC 
12/7/2007 HRSC ANDERSON Hearing Scheduled (Motion 01/04/2008 09:OO Stephen W Drescher 
AM) Motion to Stay Execution of Sentence 
Pending Appeal 
12/14/2007 VOlR EDWARDS Voided Receipt (Receipt# 9990 dated 11/7/2007) Stephen W Drescher 
applied to wrong case 
VOIR EDWARDS Voided Receipt (Receipt# 11088 dated Stephen W Drescher 
1211 312007) applied to wrong case 
ROA Report  -5  
BRIAN LEE 
Payette County Prosecuting Attorney 
1130 Third Avenue North 
Room #I05 
Payette, ID 83661 
(208) 642-6096 
(208) 642-6099 (facsimile) 
FILED 
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICTCOURT 
PAYERE COUNV, IDAHO 
BY DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
KAY JAMES KOFOED, 
Defendant. 
Case No.: CR-2006- *-%q& 
COMPLAINT - CRIMINAL 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss: 
County of Payette ) 
Anne-Marie Kelso, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of 
Payette, State of Idaho, hereby informs the Court that the Defendant, KAY JAMES KOFOED, 
is accused by this complaint of the crime of POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED 
SUBSTANCE; TO-WIT, METHAMPHETAMINE, I.C. 37-2732(c)(l) (FELONY), said 
crime being committed as follows: 
That the Defendant, KAY JAMES KOFOED, on or about the 3rd day of 
November, 2006, in the County of Payette, State of Idaho, did possess a controlled 
substance; to-wit, methamphetamine, a schedule 11 non-narcotic, which is a violation of 
I.C. 37-2732(~)(1), POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE (FELONY). 
COMPLAINT - CRIMINAL 1 
All of which is contrary to the form of the statute and against the peace and 
dignity of the State of Idaho. 
WHEREFORE, the Complainant asks that the Defendant be dealt with according 
to law. 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to be 
evidence having been presented by affidavit. 
COMPLAINT - CRIMINAL 2 
- I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT O F N Q ~  2o06 STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE I 1 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION I LERK j 
EPUTY 
State of Idaho 1 
SS 
County of Payette ) 
Anne-Marie Kelso, the undersigned, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am the Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Payette County 
2. The Defendant was arrested on the 3rd day of November, 2006 at 1 l:00 a.m. for the 
crime (s) of: POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE. 
3 .  The above referenced crime (s) occurred in Payette County, State of Idaho. 
4. The defendant was identified as follows: See attached police report. 
5. The crime (s) were not committed in my presence. 
6. I believe that there is probable cause to believe the Defendant committed such 
crime(s) because of the facts and statements contained in the reports of JD Huff attached hereto 
and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit "A". 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT - 1 
7. Recommendation on Bond: 20,000.00 
Dated this 6th day of November, 2006. 
/ ) m s c r i b e d  and sworn to before me on this (0 4~ day o h d  2006. 
USA M. SAITO 
Residing at: Malheur County OR. NOTARY PUBLIC STATE OF IDAHO 
My Commission Expires: 04-1 0-2008 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT - 2 
:i a FRUITLAND PQLICE 
! 
,I 
11/06/2006 09:49:34 LEW6 k 1 T L b N D  kO& CE DEPARTMEG r Incident 17: 01-2006-07523 TERRY TAMS 3010 ., : ; .: CAD: 0 
Initial NOC: WARRANT - SEARCH WARF&NT 
Ver NOC: WARRANT - SEARCH WARRANT 
Loeation: 2007 112 N WHITLEY DR FRUITLAND 
Cross St: 
District: FPD 
Rpted to: JD HUFF 
Dispatch: JD HUFF 
1005 ERIC S CHRISTENSEN 3820 
l o l l  JD HUFF 
1017 STEPHANIE STEELE 
1099 ROSIE K-9 
2003 TIM LEONARD 
2027 CHRIS HALL 
2045 KENT SLOAN 
9003 SEAN CARTER 2360 
9092 RANDY COSNER 2210 
9123 JOSH DAVIS 2500 
9141 TROY KRAHN 161 OFFICER 
9149 CPT TOBY HAUNT2 2100 
9151 LT TROY SALLEE 2200 
9160 JOE NATAL 104 
............................................ 
, . > ,. "":;";*" at,eg# ....... !;p!k $&E+wp,j~k!gi$pj; 
: ff:, :kc :.<;!j*&~:;~:.<aa;!;i*iT~::;;**!!:!~:~; 
Iteported Date/Time: 1 ?lO3/2006 11:OO 
Occurred Date: 12/3/2006 TO 11/3/2006 
Occurred Time: 11:OO:WAM TO 8:OO:OOPM 
Rpted By: JD HUFF 
i 
! 
I Phone 1: 
Phone 2: 
Name xu?.% 1 GoMEz, RICHAAD WHITE SUSPECT 
I KOFOEO, KAY JAMES SUSPECT 
I OWENS, DAVID VAL OTHER j SOCIETY V~CTIM 
/ YOUNGBLOOD, ~ N N  MARIE SUSPECT 
LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AND I SERVED A SEARCH WARRhNT AT THE ABOVE LOCATION. UPON SERVICE KAY KOFOEO, ANN 
MARIE YOUNGBLOOD, AND RICHARD GOMEZ WERE ARRESSTED FOR VARIOUS NARCOTICS OFFENSES 
Date 
- - Time Officer &&& Comments 
IIIO~IZOO~ 11:00 1011 JD HUFF OFF~CER INITIATED 
11/03/2006 13:W 1012 JD HUFF ARR~VAL AT SCENE 
I 
LOCATIW- 2007 1R N WHITLEY DRIVE F 
i SEARCH WARRANBSERVlCE 
11/03/2006 20:OO 1011 JD HUFF CLEAR 
NO. Tvoe IDeseri~tion I Make:/ Model:' Date I Serial No. Ysfue 
> ?eEw w12za¶@ 
2.5 GRAMS CRYSTAL LIKE SUBSTANCE 1 
AMPHETAMINES~METHAMPHETAM, I .5 GRA~(S) 
......................................................................................................................................... ......................... 
26124 SEIZED 1 1/04/2006 1 
BANK BAG CONTAINING GONT su$s~ 
Comment 
PROBABLE C A m F I D A V I T , . -  3 ! ..... . . 
I / FRUITLAND POLICE PAGE 02/09 
11/06/2006 09:49:34 LEO06 Incident #: 01-2006-07523 
TERRY TAMS 3010 0 
PAGE 2 Status\Dispo: REF PROS 
FOUND IN KOFOED'S 
............................................... ........... 
26725 SEIZED 
5.8 GREEN LEAFY SU 
......................... 
1 
D PARAPHERNALIA 
.......................................................... 
..................................... 
......... 
26127 SEIZED 1 
. .  , 
....................................... 
...... 
1 
3127437 
........................................................... 
..... 
1 
!. . Comment 
FOUND IN DRAWER NEAR KOFOED'S C~MPI~TER 
................................................. 
. . ..................................................... 
. . . . .  / .  
26230 SEIZED : : I  1?W4/2006 1 
SMALL MIRROR wi RESI~UE ' 1 
I :  , 
OEOS C ~ ~ P ~ T E R  
........................................................... ;: ........ 1 . . -  .!. ...................... ; 
, 11m412006 
! 
20 
, . 
123366 
FOUND IN LOFT 
....................................... 
1 
........ 
26133 NON-REPORTABLE EVIDENCE 1 
Cmnment 
PILL BOTTLE READS ' 
.................................................................................. 
71rn4/2006 1 
INDICIA OF OWNERSHIP1 MlSC PAPERS . 
Comment 
FOUND ON SHELF IN L O F ~  j: 
, ............................ .................................................... ........................................................ 
, , 26135 NON-REPORTABLE EVIDENCE i " l;~)4/2006 405 
$405.00 US CURRENCY I 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT - 4 
' ,I1 
1 ,  1 
11/06/2006 10: 09 2084: -,,7 i ! FRUITLAND F :E PAGE 03/09 
'.' i 1 1/06/2006 09:47:53 LE064F FRUITLAND: POL~CE DEPARTMENT Incident #: 01-2006-07523 PAGE 1 
TERRY TAMS 301 0 ' 1  StatuslDisno: REF PROS 
;: .! Initial NOC: 
Ver NOC: WARRANT - SEARCH WARRANT , .I 
Location: 2007 112 N WHITLEY DR FRUITLAND 
Cross St: .; , 
, * 
District: FPD 
Rpted to: JD HUFF ' / 
Dispatch: JD HUFF I !  : , 
:' ! 
~epor ted  DnteITime: 11/03/2006 11:OO 
Occurred Date: 11/3/2006 TO 11/3/2006 
Oecurred Time: 1l:OO:OOAM TO 8:OO:OOPM 
Rpt By: JD HUFF 
Phone I: 
Phone 2: 
101 1 JD HUFF 
* * * SUSPECTS * * * 
............................... 
GOMEZ, RICHARD WHITE 
217 N JOHNSON RD 
FRUITLAND ID 83619 
Mailing: 
Home: (208) 452-3128 
\Vork: (000) - 
Employer: 
Comment: 
i 1005 ERIC s CHRISTENSEN 3820 
1 1011 JD HUFF 
1017 STEPHANIE STEELE 
1099 ROSlE K-9 
,I 2003 
i 
TIM LEONARD 
"I 2027 CHRIS HALL 
' 2045 1 KENT SLOAN 
1 9003 SEAN CARTER 2360 
1 9092 *NDY COSNER 2210 
9123 ~ O S H  DAVIS 2500 
,. ! 9141 TROY KRAHN 161 OFFICER 
I 
9009 ~PTTOBY HAUNTZ 2100 
i 9151 CT m 0 Y  SALLEE 2200 
9160 JOE NATAL 104 
................. .................................. ......................................... 
. , 
. . . . . .  
,, . 
................. .............................................. 
! 
.......... 
I 
9 ; 
1neidn t  Name Entry Date: 1110312006 
DOB: AGE: 39' 
OLN: IDW1104796A 
Race: W ~ T E  Cinder: MALE Ethn: NOT HISPANIC 
 it: 5 FT 10 IN Wgt: 180 Hair: BROWN Eyes: HAZEL 
, 
Fax: j Cell: 
Pager: 
DatelTime: 11/03/2006 11 :00.00 Arrest No: 2006.0752P Incident No: 01-2006-07523 Photo? N 
Arrest Type: TAKEN lNTO CUSTODY Prints? N 
Arrest Address: 2007 112 N WHITLEY DR : ! Incarcerated? N 
. . 
, 
Weapons Involved: UNARMED : 
. . 
0.00 
Arresting Officer: 101 1 JD HUFF - 
, . 
State Criminal Code I Charee Tvpe Offense Code 
I 
. ,.I 
,. : _ i  ' I  
11/05/2006 15:09 2084E. 17' I I j FRUITLAND P. 'E PAGE 04 /09  
I .I 
: I 
: i 
/ '  . . I  
I 1/06/2006 09:47:53 LE064F FR~TLANIXPO.LICE'DEPARTMENT I Incident #: 01-2006-07523 PAGE 2 
TERRY TAMS 301 0 INCIDENT REPOR~ :I ' StatusIDispo: REF PROS 
:. , 
. 1 
!. : 
* * * SUSPECTS, CONTINUER * * * ' : I 
..................................................................... / .....i..... . i .................... ............. 
I COUNT 37-2732(0) CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE:(REQUENT MISDEMEANOR 35A DRUGINARCOTIC VIOLATIONS 
: Citation No: 25504 
DOE AGE: 52 
: 8 OLN: IDW11089586 
.. 3 
2007 N WHITLEY DR ' b e e :  W$ITE Gender: MALE Ethn: NOT WSPANIC 
FRUITLAND ID 83619 Hgt: 3 FT:II IN Wgt: 160 Hair: BROWN Eyes: BROWN ..~ 
. . 
, . 
' ' i Mailing: 
I i 
Home: (000) - 
Work: (000) - 
Employer: 
Comment: 
> 
Fax!, 1 
I Page? / 
i 
. . 
, :  
Cell: 
Datemime: 11/03/2006 11:00.00 Arrbst No: 2006JJ7543 Incident No: 01-2006-07523 Photo? N 
Arrest Type: . TAKEN INTO CUSTODY , ! Prints? N 
Arrest Address: 2007 112 N WHITLEY ~d ! 
, I Incarcerate@ N 
Offense: 35A DRUGINARCOTIC VIOLATIONS BAC Results 0.00 
Weaoons Involved: UNARMED , ! I
i ;  
0.00 
Arresting Officer: 101 1 JO HUFF 
. . i 
@i~~~~Y1Ej~~f;f2li+2~~j":~i~::::i'~Eaii:!i?!?ii/S . . i , : /  < i 
: ,  
-,,,! :,,:3: <,,< lz2#: glg!$@2$$~g;g;&~:ggf3$~ 1 ,i 
State Criminal Code i Charge Tvoe OEense Code 
1 COUNT 37-2732(A)(l)(A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE-60s WllN FELONY, 35A DRUGINARCOTIC V101-ATIONS 
: ; 
1 COUNT 37.2732(C) (3) CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE- ROSSESS MISDEMEANOR 35A DRUWNARCOTIC VIOLATIONS 
s Citation No: 15505 
i 
, , OLN: 
2007 1E N WHITLEY OR 
FRUITLAND ID 83619 
Home: 
Work: 
Employer: 
Comment: 
Race: WHITE Gender: FEMALE Ethn: NOT HISPANIC 
Hgt: :: Wgt: ' Hair: Eyes: 
Fax: I Cell: 
Paget: I a 
: i /  
Datemime: 11/03/2006 11:00.00 Arrest No: 2006-07529 BneidentNo: 01-2006-07523 Photo? N 
&test Type: TAKEN INTO CUSTODY ' Prints? N 
Arrest Address: 2007 112 N WHITLEY OR Incarcerated? N 
Offense: 35A DRUGlNARCOTlC VlPtATlONS BAC Result% 0.00 
PRnRaRI F CAIISF AFFIDkVJAam 6 - -- 
11/06/2006 10:09 2084F '167 : :  '! FRUITLAND. Pr'TCE PAGE 05/09 
1 1/06/2006 09:47:53 LE064F FR&'LAND POLICEDEPARTMENT I Incident #: 01-2006-07523 PAGE 3 
TERRY TAMS 30 10 I N C ~ ~ E N T  REPOR? : I StatuslDispo: REF PROS 
* " * SUSPECTS, CONTINUED * * * , 
................................................................................................ 
Arresting Officer: 1011 JD HUFF 1 
..... T.7. ..-,; :<:?::r<: Q,zl!:(t, ! Q;~@sw.-.>.6'ji$~=g$$p~fg~~q;~g 
:..*:>~>;~~~:&<~~!s,~~~:<:,,:~,;:~~~:~,~:~~:, &;, 
tate Criminal Code :, .. Charge *yve ORense Code 
?COUNT 371732(1\)(1)(A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE-~OS WIIN FELONY 36A DRUGINARCOTIC VIOLATIONS 
I 
1 COUNT 37-2732(C) (3) CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE- ~OSSESS MISDEMEANOR 354 DRUGINARCOTIC VIOLATIONS 
Citation No: 15506 
i 
. . 
. . 
1 COUNT 37-2734A(1) DRUG PARAPHERNALIA-US$ OR POSSE MISDEMEANOR 358 DRUG PARAPHERNALIA 
cijation Nd:. 15506 
............. .............. ............. ................................ 
OWENS, DAVID VAL 
2007 N WHITLEY DRIVE 
FRUITLAND ID 63619 
Mailing: 
, , 
j ,  ! 
: 
Incident Name E & ~  Date: 11/03/2006 
DOE: AGE: 56 
, OLN: IDW11097377C 
R&: , w&~E GBnder: MALE Ethn: NOT HtsPANtc 
Hgt: 5 FT~OQ IN Wgt: 155 Hair: BROWN Eyes: HAZEL 
. , ,  
. . 
.:I ! Home: (208) 452-4455 pax:!: , Cell: 
Work: (000) - 
* * * VICTIMS * * * 
.................. ............ 
SOCIETY Incident Name Entry Date: 11/04/2006 
i 
Pro~ertv No. Tv~eIDescrintion 1 Makel Model : ' 1 
26123 SEIZED j 
Date I Serial No. 
1~/04/2006 
1 5 GRAMS CRYSTAL LIKE SUBSTANCE 
AMPHETAMINESIMETHAMPHETAM, 1.5 GRAM(S) 
................................................................................ ................................................ 
26124 SEIZED 11/04/2006 1 
BANK BAG CONTAINING @NT SUBST PARA~HENAL~A 
FOUND IN KOFOED'S BEDROOM 
................................................... ' ....................... ;. .............................................. ................................ 
26125 SEIZED 11/04/2006 
5.8 GREEN LEAFY SUBSTANCE . . 
MARIJAUNA. 5.8 GRAMIS) . . ~  . , - -  ~ 
. ,~, , 
..................................................................... 4.. 2 .................................................................................... 
26126 SEIZED 11/04/2006 1 
26127 SEIZED 1 i/04/2006 
PLATE W/ RESIDUE MARIJUANA SMOKING D VICE 
FouNND iN FILE CABINET UNDER COMPUTE% DESK. , 
:. "; .! ......................................................... ...................................................... ................ ......... ............... ! 26128 NON-REPORTABLE EVIDE~CE 11/04/2006 I 
PRnRnRI rn l l c r  &5MpYllpTD-GljN W/ BOX WINCHESTSR A&MO 
i . . 
11/06/2006 10: 09 20845 'C.7, " FRUITLAND P. ' 2 ~  $ 1  PAGE 06/09 I 
. / I  
I 
11/06/2006 09:47:53 LE064F FRU,ITLANI) PO~CE~EPARTMENT : Incident 8: 01.2006-07523 PAGE 1 
TERRY TAMS 3010 :: .I i Ststus/Dis~o: REF PROS 
RAVEN' 1 
:. r 
....................................................... : 
SEIZED 
SMALL MIRROR W/ RESIDUE AND SCALE BOWL 
FOUND IN DRAWER NEAR KOFOED'S COMPUTER 
...................... ................ ............. ................... ................................ 8 /__..._ 1 
26130 SEIZED 1 1/04/2006 
SMALL MIRROR W/ RESIDUE ! 
FOUND IN DRAWER NEAR KOFOEDS COMP~TER 
..................................... ...... a .......................................................... 
26131 
. . . . . . . .  
. . ".. 
NON-REPOR 
. ri. ~7/0~!~006 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20 9MM HANDG 
KEL-TECH 123366 
FOUND IN LOFT 
~ ~~~ --- ...... - ... 
BLACK POUCH CONTAINING GLASS MEWAMPHETAMINE PIPE 
FOUND IN IN SMALL CABINET IN LOFT 
....................... ......................... : ....... _ _  ..... _ _  
26133 N 1 1/04/2006 1 
P 
P 
......................... .................. J . _  ...................... 
...................................... 
26134 N 1'1/04/2006 1 
INDICIA OF OWNERSHIPI~ISC PAPERS ,, ! 
FOUND ON SHELF IN LOFT ! 
. . 
................................................................ : ..... ..*.... ; ..... ................................................................ 
261 35 NON-REPORTABLE EVIDF~NCE i1/04/2006 405 i $405.00 US CURRENCY 
$401.00 FOUND IN WALL& ON KOFOED PERFON. $4.00 FOUND IN FRONT RIGHT PANT POCKET OF KOFOED. 
" . I  $ 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * E N D  h ) ~  R E P O R T * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
! I .  / !. '! 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT - 8 15 
8 ,  i 
t 
i FRUITLAND PQi TCE PAGE 07/83 
I 1 
Fruitland poiice Department 
1ncideLt I Narrative 
! 
I ' I  
2006-07523 j 
Officer: Detective JD Huff : ! 
I /  On November 3,2006, at approximately 1300 hours, members of the Payette County SRT team, local law 
enforcement officers, and I served a narcotics search warrant at the "Auto Haus" 2007 % N. Whitley Drive, 
Fruitland Idaho, County of Payette. The workshop dt 2007 f /z  N. Whitley Drive is the residence and workplace 
of Kay Kofoed and Ann Youngblood. 
;: 1 
we made enq &to thg rjfi~w **bkshop aria eicohtered ~ ~ f i ~ d .  &the. eas+e&r&ce-d&e&d ;It,~f,&-J.was ,.. , ,  
immediately detained. We located ~oungblood ih a make shift livingi space (loft) on the west side of the 
workshop and she was detained as well. In &e seioddary workshop to the west we encountered Richard Gomez 
who was sleeping in a make shift living are&. ~ o f n e z  was detained add escorted to the primary shop area. 
In the presence of Kofoed, Youngblqod, and Gome ?I I read the search warrant and advised them all of their 
constitutional rights. I asked Kofoed and ~oungblodd if there were any narcotics or paraphernalia in the shop or 
the loft area and Youngblood stated that there may be some "Herb" or marijuana in the loft but that was all 
Kofoed told me that he had not been manufacturing methamphetamine. 
i i 
Lt. Steele escorted Youngblood to tbe restr6,m di-tdthen secured her in a patrol car. I escorted Kofoed outside 
and asked him some fuaher question$ abou$any Larkotics or paraphernalia in the workshop and he told me tbas 
he had no knowledge. I searched ~ o f o e d  f d  weapods and secured him in a patrol car. 
I 
; j .  ' 
1 went back into the Workshop met with 0@cefhVatal (Payette Police Department) q d  &ndy.Cosner 
(Payette county sheriffs office) who wereb  ~f ldft conducting an jnitial walk through. 1-1icited on the floor 
in the loft, a burgundy First Security bank gag t&t $as locked. I opened the bag and discovered two glass 
methamphetamine pipes, scales, pac$aging iimte$als, and a zip lock baggie containing some crystal like 
substance suspected to be methamphetamine. j 
I secured the bag and returned to the batrol car wheri Kofoed was sitting. I explained to Kofoed what I had 
found and he denied ownership. ~ m h g  the intesiew, I asked Kofoed if he was still using methamphetamine 
and he told every once and a while. ~ofoed'went:on~o say that he had a problem (addiction) with the drug and 
that he uses methamphetamine bi-weekly. ~ o f o e d  w placed under arrest for possession of controlled 
substance with intent to deliver, posskssion of contro r led substance, ahd possession of drug paraphernalia with 
intent to use. : . , . 
! ! 
I met with Youngblood shortly after ipeaking with iofoed and she told me that she does use marijuana but 
wasn't sure where it would be in the loft area. Neithdr Kofoed nor Youngblood would submit to a urinalysis to 
c o n f i  their statements. 
Ofc. Hall interviewed Richard Gome and Gomez admitted to using methamphetamine provided by Kofoed 7 
within the last few days. Gomez was arrested for fre uenting a drug hbuse. 9 
I / I ,  
PROBABLE CAUSE AFRIDAVIT - 9i :i 
Page 1 
1 
11/06/2006 10:09 2F ) F ? 6 j  i FRUITLANI' '9' TCE PAGE 08/09 
# 
Fruitlarid ~bllice I Department 
1 1ncideiht , Narrative 
After making a digital video record& of the interior and exterior of the property, I assigned search areas and 
searched the primary workshop. During the course bf our search we discovered the following: 
1 :  
. > 
.. . 
Item ~ocation :. , Officer 
' !  
: j  
A. Burgundy First Security Bank bag Loft 04 floor Det. Huff 
, : 
ji ; ! C. White Plate wl residue Loft Ybungblood's black file drawer Det. Cosner 
i. j 
D. 25 Auto handgun Loft ~o foed '  s file drawer Ofc. Natal 
: I ; : /  j 
E. Mirror w/ residue & scale dish Lofi Kbfoed' s file drawer Ofc. Natal 
F. Mirror w/ reside ' Lo& ~bfoed's file drawer Ofc. Natal 
! 4. : i 
i 
G. 9mm handgun  oft Kbfoed's file drawkr Ofc. Natal 
i 
H. Black pouch wl glass meth pipe / LO& , Khfoed's wardrobe Ofc. Natal 
! 
I. Pill bottle wl ~uisc pills ~p&..gd . . shelving unit Det. Huff . .. . , # 
,%. . :  
Lo* ; j  I. Indicia of ownership Det. Huff 
.. . 
, . 
, . 
8 
K. $405.00 US Currency ~ofoed's person Det. HuffISloan 
Kofoed, Youngblood, and Gomez were transpoded io the Payette County Detention Center without incident. 
The search was completed and I cleired the.propert$ at 2007 '/2 N. Whi.tley Drive enroute to the Detention 
Center. At the Detention Center, I isSued citations atid reviewed the processing documents for Kofoed, 
Youngblood, and Gomez. I ret-ed ~of~e$'s:piopeirty .. ..,. removed frod him during the search incient to arrest :,,, 
and and c&&etl. 
,. .! 
'. ! 
At the Police Department, I weighed and tested t#e crystal like substance. The substance weighed 1.5 grams. I 
tested the substance with an "A" NIK Test Kit, which yielded a presumptive positive for amphetamines/ 
methamphetamine. The substance was packaged for submittal to the Idaho State Forensic Laboratory for further 
testing. 
I then weighed and tested the green leafy substance.  h he green leafy substance weighed 5.8 grams. I tested the 
Page 2 
li I 
FRUITLAND 
' -. \. 
11/06/2006 10:09 20t ! 31 I :E PAGE 09/09 
.I 
~ruitlan'd poilice Department 
, 
i 
All seized property was logged and placed: into &videace. I cleared no furher. 
i 
18 PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT - 11 
06/11f2006 1009 I Page 1/25 
1 
06/11f2006 10:09 
. '  I Page 2/25 
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. . .  
, . 
On Novenwir 3, TO@, 'ki:apI~p&~imat~lY y130D hwrs, 1. asf;ist& ' the  . ' " 
r;rult.laner.~.Policc hpart!incnt;, e ~ r j h  0eser-F. prtcg EnZerco~tt?;t Task, 
r"szmo and: Payette :Coirnty Spacl!al Bsspon~c Tc?&m w i t h  il Sarch  
. . 
Wartant s t tw i ce  a% 200:i% t4 $%ti!kitley D.r, Fcuitlanrl, t d a k .  
, . 
. . 
. . * * , .  . . , , . 
. . . < 
. . 
' .: n&n 'irr;&il,: ~ t+&ir ih  H):irjtk #nacked nn'kk~e~ ast; doax and , . , . . . 
. . annirtlnced': .:~tsa2rifQ%~ O.gi izcr r  Sloamh, Wurrarxt! " . There Ha9 . . 
nnt.icc&l,c- "sci&t;ia<)'' insiQo #ha hbildinq.  k. ~ u c h ,  Capta.?.~ ' : ,  . 
. . . . .  
. . liaubt z .  opaneci th.9 ,pnl.odkeci $adz and etlcotintcred Kay f(o.Ec$d. .:& 1 
, ,  . t:be elftry t e j n  contincod tlzpo&h Cbc buuiLding ~ilnnouncing our : . .  . . .  
' p?esc-rice>,:a fom;lSjc? voiea ciill.iltd from an ttp6tairs loft.. rJor'po?aI ' .  : . . 
. . Cartcr. rtsd I wwnt $pstaif:i a114 fnund Wne. Y@tmqDlo~d 8t&II.dej.fig in' . . .  
. . 
. . 
. . . .  elre mitfdle:o$ t b e  room on.cl..ot;h~~). Cur.+&orai C a r ~ a t  : . ; . . .  
. . , artjered he'?. t+a clearoci $fie rurnaindar o f  t h e  ' ". ' ,  . . 
. . roomi. : YoangBkaod gtwen clfjtfiinq acS then taken : , .  '., . . 
: 
, , 
. . . .  . .  d o ~ ~ n i t . a i r + :  1 i j; j 
, , . . . .  , 
. . 
. . 
. .  , . .  
. . .  . . . .  
. . I 
. . .  . . 
, . . . ' 1  than. went. ouCsi$t; and :a: i~ia.~bxi with &:~s&ing &utbui ld iws  and:, . . . . . .  .  
. , 
. , :  ut:hiclesT . l'herewfitar,: t h e  $cen.e was trahned vmr: to the FruStland . , , . . . . . 
. . . . . .  
!?nlice ~+artmenc, :-iod I retljtn@d t o  the Prrrt clarib Police 
. . . . 
. . Depdrmnf; : f ~ r :  deEritrbef hg. ! . . . , 
. . . . , . /  . . 
: I  
. . 
C"i.ve..  : . . ' - -  ~ ~ r t l l ~ ~ , i i ~ : . ~ ~ n i ~ i . ~ f ~ i ~ ~  . T :  $&k&rtl&d to. the :.,k?&~.$:denrle, pel: %t.e ., 
. . .  
. , Suf i '  0.. ruqwet: La. ;hs?$ia'Z. with $Hlti~)rvieljZi itnd E)tO6?B$Bing, PIC . :  ' . 
. . .  
Di&cctive..Ifufpy x&yw$st., t . .mc.- t  rieir Kafued. I: abouid bo nutcd; : : 
KoEond ha@: &&a. +rdp:',fiedd .oE hisl Etliranrk Wnrn$rrq and. spoka w i t h  . . .  . 
' . , . . . ,  : 
,. , .. 
. . . . ' Detective. &uf C:prf,or to: ay. ~ r r + w a l .  
. . 
. . 
, . 
. . 
. . .  
. . . . ,. , 
, . . . . 
I . , / , . ,. , 
. . .  
. . . . .  . . 
. , 
. . 
. , 
~cfo&d'.ktaikd, iha&j he ~nc i  ~Gutl$hldud r&a.i.d~.:in tihe duilding. ~ s :  ., : .  .:,' , .   . '
. . notad. 'char;. xtek C;opet, hkt.s. b&a:n\ s taying,  i . n  the .shed beh.5.nd the  : ,  : . . .  
, ,  . 
. . . . . 
: R*in butldirnq ,., nuring. our. @ota$=ersstian, icofor?d &mf.tto8 tha? he'. , . . .  . , 
' 
. h a s  bpch ~ 1 %  "adddj~~t" gar ac+er+;2 years.:, He':dwni@d havi.ng c..usx : , 
' 
. . 
. . , . 
. . 
. . : .  , manafactirraa fi&hampbs?tarninn. :Pilth~owyb. h a  admitted t b z t  'he has : .,:.: . . . . 
. . 
., , . 
. . . . 
. occatsionally. "q$.vn~" aqd/nr ide; iveeen .t;m;dLl .amoun:t.r of . , 
. . , . 
. . 
. . .  
. . . . .  . molhamph,crhmina' $0: fr.Len(t&. i n.  f&&. past t ,  hi?- :qefiisd that fie' saLd . . . .  . 
. 
,. , 
. nethamphntamine . in/ an affbrt t b  B.UP~JDF~. h ik$aLP f i f l8bcia i ly .  
. . .  
. . . .  
, . 
.. 
. . . . .  X Q ~ P F ? ~ .  jl,? aCinij~tBd t h 8 c  tti;ercj ware "potsonal use" amr;.untt; of 1 ' .  
. . .  , , 
. . 
. , 
. . .  ' ' . mlhmphelnmi.nq in: t t ic B ~ t l d : f x $ ~  as wt?1,L as $FdJ C3e and rela?.r;d : . . 
. . 
. . 
. . 
. . . . . .  ~oraphernaTia:. : i . . . .  
. . . . . . .  . . 
, . 
, . . ,. i . . 
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bizti tig. orlg. &&vc,t@tfijn, '(3&@4 stated that-' bje ha@ b&!!  ~f afiiny fri j . .: . : , .. . 
, . 
. . . . . . . . .  the, shod &hind tfie tn~.L~bu~j. .Jd~inSl  fox apf>ro&.i,maraly two mDthfi..  : . .  . . 
. , 
. . 
. .  , 
. . 
NC . i l l s ~  a & i t . t ~ d  to u s j . n ~  d$u$$ s ~ v e r a l  ysars, but. nntad tli8,C . . ,  , .  . "" . , , 
he h~d]-lee.n cj.cafi fir a .fcwyabrs until a~p@arzilhate~y s i x  years . , . , . . . 
. , 
' ago.. somg&: scatad t;ht ho JoL& mecban.ic weirk for iC~t',Ciedr .La . . .  
. . .  
, . ,  excha~ge,, mtbud, .$era him se.ay/ there a.nd ctcmslonally gives him : , : ' I , : . : , 
food. a.ne/ne sma 11 amnunta WE. y l c y .  . . .  
. . .  . . . .  , . 
. . 
. . .  . , 
. ,  . 
&mef arYmiyted: 9xiir h i  tmg. i,m&i methamp&etarni,ne w i t h  X O L O ~ ~ A .  nrrtl. : : . , , . ' . . 
rounFjbl~cd ~oqevcira];  ~p.c&si,oh$ over t h c  pt1SS; twa manths 
(sppr~~f,g&i~ly, 1-d times ~?~k&ly)  at: the.$.= c ~ s ~ ~ R ~ ~ c R . .  He de.n'lerl : , :  ' : 
. . ttla,t X o f o d  ha$ $14 mg~h~~@~.ejt&m&n'+ t o  hiw.;Et. was.psoviCi@CX f c&  , . . , , ' .  . 
. . 
. . . o f  c.$fi:nargeia: .nrm h$d he $ ' i t ~ l $ ~ ~ / e d  mfaed seLL me3lh,amphat&mi.nato . " . : .  . , 
. . 
: anyan*, ej.~P,.  : &+.YE s.t:aterj %fi&l: la l i t  : i n y ~ s t ~ d  neth6mQhetamine ' .: . ' . . ' 
t h e  day pr:aK w L ~ Q  Ye~nyk~l~&rl !and Katnsa i t t i . 8  toak itl .ar~ Cn t h e :  : .
loft f h  r.ha main $ulldiaq', dame? ackrronleclt3ed t . k s t  Xaf  d ~ ~ i . ' .  . . : . . . . .  . , .. 
..  . . .  
. . .  . , have escerrsivb? trdf fir: e E  t$?e jrer_ci.si~en~o. Mow@vor, ?re t~atcd thc?C. : 1 
. . i(~tcq8. it;..+ pciwa$.fi person, ti?& .Lots 4f:friend~ an6 he IGomez) : .  , . . . . .  . . 
. . . .  
. . . .  
' "mends hi&: au$in,gfis  ," , . , hehad no reason 'i.0 beTi.eve: 
, . Xpfogtf did or, d id  'fiar. $@T& .rn~?&&~rn,mphetarnine. I asked Gomnz : ' . '1 ' .. 
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On November 3, 2006, at approximate.ly 1300 hours, I assisted the 
Fruitland Police Department, High Desert Drug Enforcement Task 
Force and Payette County Special Response Team with a Search 
Warrant service at 2007% N Whitley Dr, Fruitland, Idaho. 
Upon.. arriv~...,.,. captain, .Haunt?. :kn@ck%.d. :on the. &+@st. d o ~ r  and. . . . . .  
. . .  
announced "Sheriff" if Office; 'search Warrant !"  here was 
noticeable "scuffling" inside the building. As such, Captain 
Hauntz opened the unlocked door and encountered Kay Kofoed. As 
the entry team continued through the building (announcing our 
presence), a female voice qalled from an upstairs loft. Corporal 
Carter and I went upstairs and found Anne Youngblood standing in 
the middle of the room (completely unclothed). Corporal Carter 
ordered her to the floor, while I cleared the remainder of the 
room. Youngblood was immediately given clothing and then taken 
downstairs. 
I then went outside and assisted with clearing outbuildings and 
vehicles, Thereafter, the scene was turned over to the Fruitland 
Police Department and I returned to the Fruitland Police 
Department for debriefing. 
Following debriefing, I returned to the residence per Detective 
Huff's request to assist with interviews and processing. At 
Detective Huff's request, I met with Kofoed. It should be noted, 
Kofoed had been advised of his Miranda Warning and spoke with 
Detective Huff prior to my arrival. 
Kofoed stated that he and Youngblood reside in the building. He 
noted that Rick Gomez has been staying in the shed behind the 
main building. During our conve~sation, Kofoed admitted that he 
has been an "addictN for several years. He denied having ever 
manufactured methamphetamine. Although he admitted that he has 
occasionally "given" and/or delivered small amounts of 
methamphetamine to friends in the past, he denied that he sold 
methamphetamine in an effort to support himself financially. 
Kofoed also admitted that there were "personal use" amounts of 
methamphetamine in the building, as well as scales and related 
paraphernalia. 
Thereafter, I met with Richard Gomez inside the building. Gomez 
had also been advised of his Miranda Warning prior to my arrival. 
During our conversation, Gomez stated that he had been staying in 
the shed behind the main building for approximately two months. 
He also admitted to using drugs for several years, but noted that 
he had been clean for a few years until approximately six years 
ago. Gomez stated that he does mechanic work for Kofoed. Xn 
exchange, Kofoed lets him stay there and occasionally gives him 
food and/or small amounts of money. 
Gomez admitted that he has used methamphetamine with Kofoed and 
Youngblood on several occasions over the past two months 
(approximately 1-2 times weekly) at their residence. He denied 
that Kofoed has sold methamphetamine to him (it was provided free 
of..charg.e.) , . nor  had ,he,,wit,nessed.. Kpfoed .sell ..,; methamphetaa@.:ne to 
anyone else. Gomez stated that he last ingested methamphetamine 
the day prior with Youngblood and Kofoed (this took place in the 
loft in the main building). Gomez acknowledged that Kofoed does 
have excessive traffic at the residence. However, he noted that 
Kofoed is a private person, has lots of friends and he (Gornez) 
'minds his own business." As such, he had no reason to believe 
that Kofoed did or did not sell methamphetamine. I asked Gomez 
if any of the drug related property on the premises belonged to 
him. Gomez said that he has a meth-pipe. However, he was not 
sure where it was (if it was even still around). 
Thereafter, I assisted with searching the loft of the main 
building. 
Information: Copy af report forwarded to the Fruitland Police 
Department and Payette County Prosecuting 
Attorney's Office. 
I have nothing furtherat this time, 
Officer Chris Hall 106 
Payette Police Department 
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THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
PNETIE COUNV, IDAHO 
NOV 0 6 2006 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DlST 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PA 
Magistrate Division 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
1 
Plaintiff 1 COMMITMENT 
1 
vs 1 case NO.C\~~~KCL~-?~R% 
1 
1 
1 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-named defendant be committed to the 
custody of the Sher'ff of Payette County, Idaho: 
A n d  having been set in the amount of (*aoL7 
- 
~ d f e n d a n t  to be held pending posting of bond 
-dext appearance date: / / + ~ G - G G  @ /L9!5'3 44-m 
Transport to: 
O t h e r :  
/ 
Dated this L d a y  of /f/d&&h 
COMMITMENT- 1 
FILED IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL D ~ S T R I C Y I ~ I R D J U M C W . ~ ~ ~  cOUMY. IDAHO 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR PAYETTE COUNTY 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION No\ [s 6 2006 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ORDER TO RELEASE 
Plaintiff, ) 
) Case No: p,R - 200 & -7846 
vs. ) 0 - y 
TO THE SHERIFF OF PAYETTE COUNTY, State of Idaho: 
YOU ARE HEREBY ORDERED to release from custody above-named defendant presently 
confined in the Payette County jail on a charge(s) of: 
1) PC,% 
2) Po P 
3) &he u- 
Bond having been posted by @, in the amount of $ S w ,  cnn . 
F i n e s  and costs having been fully paid-in the amount of $ 
J a i l  term having been fully sewed. 
R e l e a s e d  on their own recognizance. 
C a s e  dismissed. 
D e f e n d a n t  must sign waiver of extradition prior to release. 
- 
Conditions of release are: 
~ e x t  Court date: 1 -20 - 0" at /0!3& W m. 
d Dated this day of 
b,, 02/&RDER TO RELEASE - 1 
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I , 
FILED 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
MAGISTRATE COURT Bke 0 2f336 
B 
STATE OF IDAHO e 
Plaintiff, ) 
VS. ) 
Kay J Kofoed 
) ) Case No: CR-2006-0003896 
2007 112 N Whitley Dr 1 CR-2006-0003878 
Fruitland, ID 83619 
Defendant. 
1 ) ORDER BINDING DEFENDANT TO 
) DISTRICT COURT 
) 
DOB: 
) 
DL or SSN
Preliminary Hearing in the above-named case having been HELD and the Court being 
fully satisfied that a felony has been committed; that there is probable or sufficient cause to 
believe that the Defendant is guilty thereof, now therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Defendant herein be held to answer in the District 
Court of the Third Judicial District of the State of ldaho, in and for the County of Payette, to the 
charge(s) of I.C. 137-2732(C)(I), POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE; TO-WIT, 
METHAMPHETAMINE, a felony, and to the charge(s) of I.C. 37-2732C(3) POSSESSION OF 
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE (MARIJUANA) and I.C. 37-2734(A) POSSESSION OF 
PARAPHERNALIA WITH INTENT TO USE, misdemeanors, committed in Payette County, 
ldaho on or about Friday, November 03,2006. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Defendant herein appear for arraignment in the 
District Court of the Third Judicial District on DECEMBER 15, 2006 at 9:00 A.M. 
Copies: 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Defense Attorney andlor Defendant 
ORDER BINDING TO DISTRICT COURT - 1 sr 
BRIAN LEE 
Payette County Prosecuting Attorney 
1 130 Third Avenue North 
Room 105 
Payette, ID. 83661 
Phone 642-6096 
Fax 642-6099 
THIRD JW1CIAd DISTRICT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 7, the Prosecuting Attorney of Payette 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
KAY J. KOFOED, 
Defendant 
County, Idaho, alleges by this information that: 
KAY JAMES KOFOED, 
1 
) 
1 
1 
) 
1 
1 
) 
1 
has perpetrated a crime against the State of Idaho, to-wit: 
CASE NO.CR-2006-0003896 
CRIMINAL INFORMATION 
POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, I.C. 37- 
2732(c)(1), (FELONY), said crime being committed as follows: 
That the Defendant, KAY JAMES KOFOED, on or about the 3rd 
day of November, 2006, in the County of Payette, State of Idaho, did possess a 
controlled substance; to-wit, methamphetamine, a schedule I1 non-narcotic, which 
is a violation of I.C. 37-2732(c)(l), POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED 
SUBSTANCE (FELONY). 
CRIMINAL INFORMATION - 1 56 
DATED this &day of December, 2006. 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 4Ih day of December, 2006, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing to be forwarded with all required charges prepaid, by the 
method@) indicated below, to the person(s) listed below: 
T. Shane Darrington 
717 S. Kimball, Ste. 200 
Caldwell, ID. 83605 
Hand Delivery 
Lisa Saito 
Legal Assistant 
CRIMINAL INFORMATION - 2 57 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
**********  
THE HONORABLE STEPHEN W. DRESCHER 
COURT REPORTER: DENECE GRAHAM 
DATE: December 15, 2006 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
Kay James Kofoed, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-003896 
COURT MINUTES 
This being the time and place set for an arraignment for the 
offenses of Possession of Controlled Substance, felony, Possession 
of a Controlled Substance, misdemeanor, Possession of Drug 
Paraphernalia, misdemeanor, present before the Honorable Stephen 
W. Drescher were the defendant Kay James Kofoed and his retained 
attorney T. Shane Darrington, and the State of Idaho represented 
by Barbara Richart, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney. 
Mr. Darrington introduced himself, and advised the Court his bar 
number was 6461. 
The Court ascertained the defendant's name was true as charged; 
the defendant had received a true copy of the criminal information 
and waived formal reading of the same. 
The Court informed the defendant of the charges filed against him, 
the nature of the offenses and of the maximum potential penalties 
which could be imposed, to wit: Possession of Controlled Substance 
7 years at the IDOC and/or $15,000 fine or both. Each misdemeanor 
carrying the potential penalty of 1 year jail and/or $1,000 fine 
or both. 
The Court ascertained the defendant understood his constitutional 
rights, that he had no questions as to his constitutional rights, 
that he understood the nature of the charges and the potential 
penalties that could be imposed and he had no questions of the 
Court. 
Court Minutes page-l- 
In response to the court the defendant entered a plea of Not 
Guilty and stood on his speedy trial rights. 
The Court set the matter for pre-trial on March 15, 2007 at 10:30 
a.m. and for jury trial on March 27, 2007 at 9:00 a.m. 
The defendant was continued on his current status. 
Court was adjourned . 
STEPHEN W. DRESCHER 
Betty J. Dressen, Clerk 
Court Minutes page-2- 
LOVAN RDKER PAGE 04/25 
LOVAN * KUKER, P.C. 
GREGG E. LOVAN- ISB No. 1762 
MATTI,IEW J. ROKER-IS5 No. 4835 
ERIC F. BALDWIN - ISB No. 6240 
T. SHANE DARRINGTON - ISB No, 6461 
Attorneys at Law 
717 S. Kimball Avenue, Strite 200 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 459-6795 
Facsimile: (208) 459-6908 
\'THIRD JUDICIAL ~ ISTR~CT COURT 
Payeiis County, ldsho 
JAN 1 2  2009 
--A.M.%=-? h). 
BETTY J. CRESSEN I - I - -  - 
Attorney for Defendant 
1N THE DISTRICT COURT OFTHETHIRD JUDICIAL DlSTKICI' 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
> CASE NO. CR06-3896lCR06-3878 
Plaintiff, ) 
vs. 
1 
1 MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
IZAI' KOFOED, 
j MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE 
1 
COMES NOW, the Defendant i n  the above-entitled action, by and through his attorney of 
record, T. SHANE DARRINGTON, and submits the followi~~g brief. 
PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
Kny Kofoed was arrested for a charge of Possession of a Controlled Substance on 
Nove~uber 3, 2006. He initially appeared in front of a Payeue County Magistrate on November. 
13, 2006. Thereafter, he appeared for a preliminary hearing on November 20, 2006. Tliat 
hearing was continued until December 2, 2006. At the December 2nd hearing, Judge Diilon 
fonnd prohnble 'atise for the charge, and bound it to District Court. Mr. IZofocd was ari.aigt~ed in 
front of District Judge Dresclier on December 15,2006. Mr. Kofoed pled not guilty and stood on 
his right to speedy trial. 
MEMORA.NDUM I N  SIJPPORT O F  MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE- 1 
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Mr. Kofoecl brings this motion to suppress for violation of his Fot~nh and Fourteenth 
Amendmelit rights under the United States Constitution and his rights under Idaho Constitution 
Article I. Section 17. 
ISSUES 
Is a search warrant valid wlterr 1 1 1 ~  affidavit supporting the warrant omits 
specific iaforrnntion regarding law enforcement contacts with the accused, 
information about collateral witnesses, und inforrr~ution regarding the nature of 
the buildi~ig(s) ro be searched, and wherc the language of the affidavit is 
contradicto~.y resarding tile items expected to be discovered? 
Wiiere officers executing a knock and announce warrant fail to substantially 
comply with the knock and announce statute by entering the premises to be 
seardietl willluul waiting a reasonable titne before entering, does tlie entry 
violate the acc~tsed's right against unreasonable searches? 
Where the face of a warrant orders a retitrn of the warrant that is contrary to 
statutory return requirements, and where the officers Fail to follow the order in 
the warrant, is the return proper? 
Kay I<ofoed and Alin Youn,pblond live togerhet at 2007 M N. Whltely Drive, Fruitland, 
Idaho. Aff. of Ann Youn~blood (Younoblood Aff.) at (1 I .' The metal building serves the dual 
prrrpose OF n workshop for repairing cars, and the couples' residence. Id. The residence portion 
of the building is a loft above a sectivn of thc workslruy. Id. ac flq. The loft cm only be accessecl 
via a a small door that opens onto a circular staircase. Id. There is no restrootn in the building, 
i~nd the only running water ie from an outdoor spigot. Id. at ?3. The building is heated by means 
of a wood burning stove&,. 
On October 6, 2006, Reed Siddoway was arrested from the 2007 '/t N. Whitely address. 
Youn?blood Aff. at Wi. At  i.liat titile, officers did a walk through or the main workshop located 
I Citations in illis section will. be further supplemented by the Preliininrr~ Hearing Transcript 
upon its cornpitxion. 
MEMORANDIJM IN Sf IPPORT OF MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE- 2 
LOVAN ROKER 
at the address, Id. During the walk through, Kay Kofoed told the officers that he employed Mr. 
Siddoway ns a metal worker. Irl. 
Thereafter on Octobcr 24 and 30, 2006, officers investigated what they ultimately 
detcrniined was ir c.he.mical odor from storage sheds in the area of the 2007 M N. address. 
JD Huff (I4uff Aff.) at 997-10. Based on that information, Officer HUFF of the Fruitland Police 
Departmctit applied for a search warrant for the address. g. The warrant was issued and signed 
hy Adems County Magistrsto Judge Penrt on Novcmber 2, 200G at 2.55 PM. Svdrcll Warrant 
(SW) at 2. 
Muff'.s affidavit supporting tho warrant mentioned that Koford works and resides at 2007 
M N. Whitlcy Drive, and that the propcrty included the workshops and outbuildings in  which Mr. 
Icofoed resided and worked. Huff Aff. tit 113. However, the affid~vit did not specify in which 
buildin:; Kofoed reaided. Huff Aff. Similarly, tho warrarrl iLstlr lists the premises to be searched 
as "workshops" and "oetbuiidings," but makes no mention of a residence. SW at BVA-C. 
Additionnlly, the affidavit referenced inforonnation from a confidential informant. Buff Aff. at 95. 
However, therc was no averment as to the iulinbility, veracity, or basis of knowledge of that 
informant. HtrFf Af t  Finnlly, Huff's affidavit states that in the affiant's experience, the 
cornpone~~ts of a methamphetamine lab a ~ ~ d  its byprodt1cts are commonly destroyed shortly after 
tile drug io  manufactured. K3off Aft  ;I $1 1. In the very next sentence, though, Huff states that 
although he does not expect to find an active methamphetamine lab, he does.expect to find the 
semnans of a lab. Id. 
Tlle affidavit also co~itairied inforrnation pe~t~ining to a traffic stop and subsequent search 
of a vehicle operated by Sidtloway. j.&.&.Q (tho second 93 on page 2). The search yielded what 
was bclievecl to br; yl.t;cursurs i n  the manufacture of methamphetamine. Id. at 1111 3-5. The 
sffidavit was silent, however, as to where Siddoway had been immediately prior to the stop. Uff 
a 
On Novetirber 3, 2006 at approximately 1:00 PM, members of the High Desert Task 
Force executed a search warrant on 2007 M N. Whitely Drive, Fruitland, Idaho. The execution 
of t l~c warrant was digitally recorded. During the raid, officers knocked softly on the door twice, 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SUPPRUSS EVIDENCE- 3 
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and two seconds later, announced their presence. Audio CD, Track 1. at a~r.oximatelv 1:39- 
M, Withill four seconds' of the announcement, the officers entered the home, ordering the 
occupants to the floor. Younabloc>d Aff, at 89: Audio, Track I at 1:41-1:45. Ultimately, Kay 
KoFoed and Ann Youngblood were arrested froin the main workshop building. At preliminary 
hear in^, Officer Huff testified that his teain waited approximately fifteen acconds from tlic time 
they knocked on tlie door until they entered the building. Youneblood Aff. at (18. 
ARGUMENT 
I. BASED ON THE TOTALITY OF THE CII<CUMSTANCES, THE 
OMMISSIONS AND CONFLICTING OPINIONS IN THE AFFIDAVIT 
UNDERLYING THE SEARCH WARRANT DO NOT SUPPORT A FINDING 
OF PROBABLE CAUSE. 
Although a search pursuant to a warrant is presumed valid. the probable cause for 
issuance of the wnrrsnt  nus st be reviewed in light of the totality of the circumstances. 
Lano 105 Idaho 683 (1983). Likewise, when determining whether prvbable cause exists to issue 7 . 3  
a search wi~rranr, the l i ~ u l c  of the issuing inagistratc is simply to make a practical, commonsense 
decision whether., given all tlic circurnsta~ices et forth in the affidavit before him, including the 
veracity and bas~s ol' knowledge of persons supplying hearsay information, there is a fair 
probability that contraband or evidence of a crime will be foutid in a particular plnco. 
O'Keefe, 143 lclabo 278 (Ct. App 2006). Finally, to be valid, a warrant must be accompanied 
by an affidavit particularly describing tlie place to be searched. Idaho Constitution. Article 1. % 
17. U.S.C.A. Consr. Am.en.d. 4. 
I n  the case before the court, a totality of tlie circumstances a~ialysis establishes that a 
warrant sllould not have been issued in  this inn!.anc?e because OWicer Huff's affidavit omits 
several ltey facts. First, law cfiforcernent had walked through the entire primary workshop, 
i~icluding the living qtlarten, and the outbuildings on the premises less than one month prior to 
the execurion of the warrant. The fact thnt no contraband was located at that time should 
certi~inly have been provicictl to tlie magistrate for consideration i n  the probable cause analysis. 
Second. the nfficern i~ffidavit omitted information regarding collatersl witncsscs. Thc 
MEMOlZANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE 4 
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officer initially relies on statements by an unidentified confidential informant. The officer's 
reliance is starkly bare of any supporting evidence of veracity, relinhility, or hnsis of knowledge 
on the part of the informant. While such statements are no longer required: as recently as 2006, 
the ldalio Court of Appeals has indicated that such an inquiry regarding those factors is 
appropriate i n  evall~iiting the validity of a search warmnt. & O'Keefe, m. In this case, such 
corroborating information is not only appropriate, it is essential. Without the statement from the 
confitletitial informant that Mr. Kofoed had been "engaged in learning how to manufacture 
methnmphetamine" in early 2005; any ncxus between the allcgcd chcmicol stncll and thc 
manufacture of metharnphetalninc is extremely tenrrous. Therefore, the infortnation should be 
closcly reviewed for accvracy and reliability. Here, there are no supporting facts that lend 
credence to the informant's information, Thus, the information ~hould be disrcgnrdcd. 
In acidition to the coi~fidet~tinl informant's information, the affidavit relates information 
regarding drug users, mnnufncturers, and dcnlcrs who have frequented Mr. Kofocd's worksboy. 
The affidavit names Smith, Ciomez, Foster, and Siddoway. However, except for Siddoway, no 
tiniefrarne is given for either the forenamed individual's drug involvement, or their sightings at 
Mr. Kofocd's workshop. Abscnt mot- spccifics regardieg 111~s~:  ir clividuals, it is unclear how 
fresh the evidence is. Such infortnation could be decadcs old, and decidedly irrelevant to the 
questioli of probable cause in  the issuance of the warrant in this case. Further, the information 
pcrtaining to Sicldoway's traffic stop provides r~auglil but a flne filament of connection between 
the stop ant1 Mr. Kofoed's workshop. Certainly i f  the officer had sworn that Siddoway had bee11 
present at tho workshop immediately prior to being stopped, a nexus could be found. However, 
the facts bcforc the ~tlngislrittc wcre Siddoway was stopped on September 14, 2006, with 
suspccted precursors, and he had been to Kofoed's house in the previous two-week period. What 
was not presented to tlie magistrate is that Siddoway was employed in a legitimate capacity 
dulilt:: lilal lirr~e period. Further, officers had conducted a scarch of the residcnce shop and 
outbuilding early October, 2006 and no evidence of drug manufacture or distribution was found. 
Prior lo 1983, the Angtrilar-Spinclii test required statements rrs to reliability and credibility of a 
confidential informant when that informant was relied upon in the issusu~ce of a search wanant. 
I'lowever, Idiiho has adopted the "C*ntcs" totality of the ci~un~stanccs te t. 
It i s  Defendant's :furtl~er position that notwithstandil~g credibility issues, tlie information is of 
such remote date that it is stale. yartic~ilarly in light of a less than one month previous walk 
tlxough wherein no mafiuf~1cturing evidence was located. 
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Next. the infor~nrtinu iir ?he Affidavit tegarding the premises to be senrchecl was 
inconiplete. Although Huff's affidavit made passing reference to Kofoed living and working in 
the workshops nad outbuildings, there is no specific information regarding where Kofoed 
resided. More importantly, the warrant itself makes no reference to any living quarters to bc 
searched. Given that the greatest expectation to privacy lies in one's home, it wou1.d seem 
paramount to accurately portray to the issuing magistrate that an individual's living quarters are 
to be the subject of a search. A plain rcnding of the description of tlia yic~niacb: lo ba searched in 
both the affidavit and the warrant provide for searches of workshops and outbuildings. The 
premises described do not includc a residence. Therefore, the place to be searched is not 
desoribed with tho pnrticulnrity icquimd by tho U.S, alld Ttlal~o Constitutions. 
Finally. Huff's affidfidsvit i s  incongruent on ils face. III the same paragraph (IT), the 
officer stntes tlinc tho  components of n~ctliarnpl~etarr~i~lu rrlanufacture are frequently destroyed, 
but that he expects ro find those cotnponents i n  Mr. Kofoed's workshop or outbuildings. The 
two statements are oxy~noronic and cot against a finding of probable cause. 
Any of the above omissions or statements may not in and of itself rise to the level of 
defeating the finding of probable cause in the issuance of the warrant at hand. However, taken 
tvgcthcr, the to~aliiy of ilte ort~issions is frightening. Rather than providing the issuing magistrate 
wirh a clear picture of the pertinent f ~ t s ,  including those that are possibly exculpatory. the 
affidavit supporting the warrant provides only those facts that support ihe officer's concluso~y 
positio~l tl~ab rrl~rhamphetamines have been manufactured at Mr. Kofoed's workshop. Therefore, 
basccl o t ~  the totality ol'tlle circumstances, this Court should find thar the warrant in this case was 
invalidly issued and the evidence seized pursuant to the warrant should be suppressed. 
11. THE OFFICER'S WAITING APPROXIMATE1,Y POUR TO SIX SECONDS 
IN EXECUTING THEIR KNOCIC AND ANNOUNCE IS NOT SUBSTANTIAL 
COMPLIANCE WITIJI THE KNOCK AND ANNOUNCE STATUTE. 
THEREFORE, THE SEARCH IS INVALID AND EVIDENCE GAINED 
DURING THE SEARCH SHOULD BE SUPPRESSEU. 
Idaho law providcs thar officers may make entry into n residence by breaking windows 
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and doors whcn the officers have been denied entrance after giving notice of their presence 
snd authority and an~louncit~g their purpose for entry. LC. S19-4409. Failure to substantially 
comply with the knock and announce statute renders a search onreasonable. State v. %mas, 
142 Idaho 628, 130 P.3d 1166 (Ct. App. 2005). The appropriate remedy for failing to 
comply with the knock and announce statute is sr~ppression of evidence found in  thc 
residence. u. Finally, the'protections afforded by the Folrrth amendrnent.apply to residences ' 
as well as commercial and business property. w, 143 Idaho 278, -, 141 P.3d 
1147, 1152 (Ct App. 2006) (w U.S. v. Sn~idovnl-Vasaucz, 435 F.3d 739,742 (7" Cir. 
2006); Dow Chemical Co. v. U.S., 476 U.S. 227 (1986)). 
I n  &=, the Court of Appeels was faced with determining vvhcthcr a search warrant 
was reasonably executed by a team of officers. The warrant in the case was validly issued by 
a milgistrate and the officers proceeded to the Ramos residence to search. During the 
exectrtion of the wormnt, the tcntn bpcnt approximately fivc scconds knockill;; t:cyidly va the 
front door, shouting "Police," and repeating the statement in Spanish. M., 142 Idaho a t ,  
130 P.3d at I 167. They then waited another five seconds, rernlned the door, and entered the 
liousc. Id. ~ i r c  occupants ofthe house: were sleeping at the time. &. 
Ac a mc~tion to suppress. a n  officer testified that in his expericnce, large volumes of drtlgs 
arc oftc~i nssocii~t~d wirh weapons. Jd., 142 1dal10 it1 -, 130 P.3d at 1168. The district court 
rclied on this testimony, finding that, although ten seconds was not adequate rime for anyone 
to open the door, officer safety justified the officers failing to comply with the knock and 
annouvcc statute. @. 
in overturning the district court's finding, the Court of Appeals found that although 
exigencies could vitiate the need to cotnply with knock and announce statutes, officers had to 
have a reasonablc suspiciod for failing to so comply. u., 142 Ida110 a t ,  130 P.3d at 1169. 
Specifically, the Corrrt foi~ntl that the district caul-t's fitiding that because large quantities of 
drugs were suspected to be present, no specific and a~.t~culable risks needed to be stated by 
officers, effectivcly created a blanket exception to the knock and announce rule. Id.. 142 
Idaho at -, 130 P.3d at 1171. Thc Court stated that the United States Supreme Court had 
specifically struck down sucll a blanket exception. E. Uased oo the fact that no specific, 
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articulable c~rcumstances existed for failing to comply.with the statute, the Court found that 
tlie tell second delay was unreasonable given that the search was executed at n time when 
many people would be asleep in  their homes. M. 
The case a t  hand i s  sitnilar to Ll_allms inrsmuch as the officerr, did little more than slow 
clown before ])roceeding into Mr. Kofoed's workshop. Two seconds after knocking, the 
officers announced their position and authority. There was then less than a four second delay 
hF.forr they were in the workshop. orderins occupants to tho ground. It is hardly rensonablc 
to assunle that a n  occupant of the building could answer the officers' knocks andlor 
arlnouncements in the less than six seconds the officers afforded. Further, thcre was no 
rcstimony at prClicniaafy hearing regardii~g exigent circumstances such that the officers 
woilld be justified in ignoring the knock and announce requirement. Rather, Officer Huff's 
testimony that the teain waited Fifteen seconcls before entering cuts toward a Finding that no 
exigency was present in exeoiiting the seurch wflnannt. Corkoinly fiftccn scconds is a morc 
reasonable time period to wait before breaking and entering into 1 private buildi~~g. 
The officere in this onac fnilcd to coinply with this State's k~iock and announce sLa1uLe. 
Therefore, the rcsulring search in tlie casc was unreasonable. Hence, any evidence seized as 
a fesnlr of that search should be suppressecl. 
111. THE WARRANT WAS INVALID UNDER IDAHO LAW BECAUSE KT 
OKIJEHEU A IW'SUKN 10 THE ISSUING MAGISTRATE WHO RESIDED 
OUTSIDE THE COUNTY WHEREIN THE PROPERTY WAS SEARCHED. 
ADDITIONALLY, 'I'HE OFFrCERS RE'L'UKNING THE WARRANT FAILED 
TO COMPLY WSl'H' A SPECIFIC ORDER OF THJ3 RETURN. HENCE THE 
WARRANT WAS INVALID. 
A verified return shall be promptly made to a district court judge or magistrate in the 
cou~lty where n warrant for thc soizuce of property or a person was issued. 1.Cr.R. 41(d). 
In this case, the warrant reed, "[;I] verified return of this warrant shall be made to the 
issuing district court judge or rnagir;trate, in fl manncr consistent with Rule 41(d) of thc Idaho 
Criminal Rules.,.." The warrant was signed by Judge Penrt of Adams County. The warrant was 
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retuniecl to u Pt~yctte Magistrate. See File S.trlnilZ. Retn~rn on Search Warrant. 
On its face, the warrant required the return to be made to the issuing magistrate: Judge 
Peart. FIowever, the language then states the return should be made consistent with 1.Cr.R. 
41(d). That rule requires the warrant be retcrrned to a magistrate wherein the seizure of property 
occurred. Because Judge Peart is a magistrate in Adams County, the two return instructions are 
in ,iuxtaposlion. Where, as here, the officers cltose to follow the Idaho Criminal Rules, they 
disohcyed the signed order requiring the warrant to be retumcd to thc issuing magistrate. 
Therefore, the retrlrli of the warrant was flawed and the warrant sliould be deemed invalid. 
CONCLUSION 
Tlie affitlavit in tliia case omitted several key pie.c.~-s of infortnation the magistrate should 
liave been inforniccl of in making a determination of probable cause. Therefore, based on a 
totality of the circumstances, the warrant should be found invalid asid the resulting evidence 
suppressed. More importantly, the officers executin:! the search wnrrsnt failed tn comply with 
Idaho's knock and atinounce statute. Because they lacked exigency in their failure to comply, 
the resnlting search sliould be deemed unreasonable, and the evidence seized suppressed. 
Fin~lly, based on the imj>ns~ihilil.y of complying with both the plain reading of the warrant and 
the l d ~ h o  Criminal Rules, the warrant should be found invalid. 
CERTIFICATE Ofj SERVICE: The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing instrument was facsimile, to BRIAN LEE, Payette Prosecuting Attorney at 
(208) 642-6099, Payette, Idaho, this date. 
DATED: ~ n 1 i u a r y ~ ~ 2 0 0 7 .  
By: 
T. SHA& D A R R I N G ~ O N  
Attorney for Defendant \. 
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, . f . . 
COUNTY OF PAYETTE) 
STAm OF IDAHO) 
I, Det. Sgt. J.U. Huff, a Police Officer of the City o f  Fruitlad, Fayette County, State 
o f  Idaho, do hereby certify and return that 1 received the hereunto search w m t  on the 
Z Q ~  day of 
' ,2006, and that on the a- day of 
. d- ,2006, I personally sewed the said search want upon 
YR d. I&&&~&%Y& by delivering it to and leaving with said 
-personally in the County of Payette, State of  Idaho, A 
h e  wpy of said search warrant. 
DATED THIS 3/~b DAY OF H- 2006. 
SEARCHINO OFFICERS: 
L Det. Sgt. J.D. Huff the officer by whom this wmmt was cxccured, do sww thar 
the inventory attached hereto contains a true and detailed account of all the property 
INVENTORY OF PROPERTI' SE.EED WHICH IS ATTACKED IS lNCORPORATED 
FERJ3IN AND THERF,BY MARE h PART HEREOF. 
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LOVAN + ROKER, P.C. 
GREGG E. LOVAN- ISB No. 1762 
MATTHEW J. ROWER-ISB NO, 4835 
ERIC F. BALDWIN - IS5 NO. 6240 
'L'. WANE DARRINGTON - ISB NO. 6 4 1  
Attorneys at Law 
717 S. Kimball Avenue, Suite 200 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 459-6795 
Facsimile: (208) 459-6908 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYEI'TE 
THE STATE OF IDAWO, ) 
CASE NO. CR06-3896/CR063878 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
VS. ) AFFIDAVIT OF ANN YOUNGBLOOD 
j 
KAY KOFOED, 1 
Defendant. ) 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
: SS 
COUNTY OF CANYON ) 
ANN YOUNGBLOOD, being first duly sworn on oath, states: 
1. Kay Kofoed and 1 live in the main workshop at 2007 % North Whitley 
Drive, Fruitland, Idaho. 
2. Thc living quarters in the workshop am ill a luC1. The loft is accessed via a 
staircase from the ground floor. There is a door that closes to block access 
to the staircase. 
3. The workshop has only cold running water from a qignt, no toilt?~, or 
shower. The shop is heated via a wood-burning stove located on the main 
floor. 
AFFIDAVIT OF ANN YOUNGBLOOD - 1 
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During Septetnbcr and October 2006, Reed Siddoway was employed as a 
metal fabricator by Kay KoFoed. 
Earl Foster has not been present at 2007 !4 North Whitley Drive since 
Tiltinksgiving ZOOS. 
Reed Siddoway was arrested at 2007 M North Whitley Drive on or about 
October % 2006. 1 wwns prenent at rim' of his arrest. At the timc d his 
arrest, Officer Webbcr with Payerte Police Department askcd for 
permission to walk t.h.rough the shop. Kay Kofoed xranted permission and 
the Officer walked through tire entire workshop and some of the 
outbuildings. The Officers also entered the loft when I got my 
identification. At that time 1 heard Kay tell Officer Webber that he 
employed Reed Siddoway as a metal workcr. 
During October 2006, Kay and I routinely used railroad ties containing 
creosote ro start fires in the stove on the first floor of the workshop. 
1 was present at the Preliminary Hearing in this matter atld heard Officer 
I-luff testify that his team knocked on tho door at 2007 'A North Whitley, 
then waited for fifteen seconds before entering. 
I have listened to a digital recording of thc execution of the search warrant 
ar 2007 M North Whitley withill four seconds of announcing, their 
presence, the Officers are ordering Kay Kofocd to lay on the ground. 
At the Preliminary Hearing, Officer Huff also testified he read us the 
search warrant. 
In fact, another Officer Co 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this l) day of January, 2007. 
AFFIDAVIT OF ANN YOUNGBLOOD - 2 
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SO 
LOVhN ROKER 
CHEEE-. The undersigned does hereby certify that a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing instrument was mailed, postage prepaid to BRIAN 
LEE, Pdycllc County Prusacolor, 1 130 3d Avc. Norlli RWVIII 48105, P~yc l l c ,  Idallu 83661, 
this dale. 
DATED: January //, 2007. 
LOVAN KOKEK, Y.C. 
AFFIDAVI'I' OF ANN YOUNGDLOOD - 3 
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LOVAN ROKER, P.C. 
GREGG E. LOVAN- ISB NO. 1762 
MATTHEW J. ROKER-ISB' NO. 4835 
ERIC F. RALDWIN - ISR NO. 6240 
T. SHANE DAKRINGTON - ISR No. 6461 
Attorneys at Law 
717 S. Kimbali Avenue, Suite 200 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 459-6795 
Facsimile: (208) 459-6908 
LOVAN ROKER P&GE 02/25 
THIRD JUDlCiAL DISTRICT COlJRT 
Attorneys Tor Defendant 
IN THE DlSTRlCT COI I R T  OFTHETHIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
j CASE NO. CR06-3896lCROG-3878 
1 
) 
VS. 1 MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE 
) AND N0"i'ICE OF IIEARING 
KAY KOFOED, ) 
) 
Defendant. 1 
COMES NOW, the Defendant in the above-c..ntitie,d proceedings and moves this 
lionorable Court for its Order suppressing all evidence in this case. The evidence was seized 
I I I I W U ~ I I ~  to an invalid search warrant at~d in  violation of Defendant's Constitutional rights as 
more fully set out ia  the attffchcd Memorandum it1 S~rppoi~t of Motion to Suppress. 
OF FIEARJNG: The undersigned will bring on the above Motion on for hearing 
before this Court on February 16, 2007 at 9:00 o'clock A.M., of oaid day, or as soon thareilrl~r 
iIS counsel cnn be Ileard, beforc rhe I-lonorable Drescher 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE AND NOTICE OF HEARING - 1 
01/12/2007 15: 36 12084596908 LOVPN ROKER 
I 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing i~lstrumeilt was f~animile, to BRIAN LEE, Payette Proaocuting Attorney at 
(205) 642-6099, Payette, Idaho, this date. 
DATED: January r 2 0 0 7 .  
.4 
Ry: fi 
T. SHANE DAJI~I~~GTON 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE AND NOTICE OF HEARING - 2 
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LOVAN 4 ROKER, P.C. 
GREGG E. LOVAN- iSB NO. 1762 
MATTHEW J. ROKER-JSB NO. 4835 
ERIC F. BALDWIN - ISB NO. 6240 
T. SHANE DARRINGTON - LSB No. 0461. 
Attorneys at Law 
717 S.  Kirnball Avc~~uc,  Suite 200 
Calclwcll, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 1551 6705 
Facsimile: (208) 459-6908 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OFTHE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OFTHE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TME COUNTY OF PAY ETTB 
STATE OF IDAHO. ) 
) CASE NO. CR06-3896lCR06-3878 
Phi ~ntiff, ) 
) *  
VS. ) MOTION FOR PREPARA'I'ION 
1 OF TRANSCRIPT 
KAY KOFOED, 1 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
COMES NOW Defendant, by and through her attorney of record, T. SHANE 
DARRINGTON of LOVANeROKER, P. C. and moves this Court for its Order for Preparation 
of Twnscript of Preliminary Hearing herein at the expense of Defendant, for the following 
reasons: 
1 .  Defendant bas been bound over for trial in the abovc-entitled Court. 
2. A written Transcript of the Preliminary Hearing is necessary for preparation for 
said trial. 
DATED: lanuary&, 2007. 
LOVAN+ROKER, P. C. 
MOTION FOR PREPARATION OFTRANSCRIPT - 1 
LOVAN r ROKER, P.C. 
GREG0 E. LOVAN- ISB NO. 1762 
MATTHEW J. KOKEK-IS8 NO. 48'5 
ERIC F. BALDWIN - 1SB No. 6240 
T. SHANE DARRINGTON - 1SB Nu. 6461 
Attorneys at Law 
717 S. Kimball Avenue, Suite 200 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephane: (208) 459-6795 
Facsiniile: (208) 459-6908 
LOVAN ROKER PAGE 03/03 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIETIIIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO. CR06-3896JCR06-3878 
Plainriff, ) 
VS. 
KAY KOFOED, 
1 
1 ORDER FOR PREPARATION 
1 OF TRANSCRIPT 
1 
In consideration of Dofendant's Motion for Preparation OF Transcript, and good cause 
appearing c.horoi%r. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, that  a transcript of 
Defendant's Pre.limin*ry H~.arill$ he prepared, at the expense of Defendant. 
- 
DATED: 
STEPHEN W. DRESCHER 
District Judge 
ORDER FOR PREPARATION OF TRANSCRIFT 1 
BRIAN LEE 
Payette County Prosecuting Attorney 
1130 Third Avenue North 
Room #lo5 
Payette, ID 83661 
(208) 642-6096 
(208) 642-6099 facsimile 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
KAY KOFOED, 
Defendant. 
FACTS 
1 
) 
) 
) 
1 
1 
1 
1 )  
On the 2nd day of November, 2006, Fruitland Police Detective J.D. Huff applied for a 
CASE NO.: CR-2006-3896 
OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
TOSUPPRESS 
search warrant of Defendant's premises, via affidavit. (Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true 
and correct copy of the Affidavit of J.D. Huff, November 2,2006.) The affidavit gave a historical 
account of drng activity at Defendant's home. Specifically, the affidavit set forth the following 
relevant facts: 
1. Over the past sixmoiiths, neighboring businesses complained of a chemical smell coming 
from Defendant's premises. 
2. Kay Kofoed was identified as the owner of the premises. 
3. Several known drng usersldistributors have been known to frequent Defendant's 
shophome, including Reed Siddoway. 
Brief in Opposition to the Defendant's Motion to Suppress 86 
4. A confidential informant notified police that in early 2005, Kay Kofoed had engaged in 
learning how to manufacture methamphetamine. 
5. On September 14,2006, officers conducted a traffic stop on Reed Siddoway. Drug 
paraphernalia was found during a search of Siddoway's car. Two precursors for 
methamphetamine were also found during the search. On October 2,2006, Siddoway was 
arrested outside of the Defendant's shop. 
6. On October 24,2006, the owner of a neighboring business, a store, owner complained of a 
strange, strong chemical smell from the Defendant's residence. The clerlc of the store 
stated the odor was so strong, it was burning his throat and upsetting his sinuses. 
Detective Huff confirmed the strange odor. 
7. On October 30,2006, the same neighboring business lodged a complaint about the 
chemical smell. Both Detective Huff and Officer Chris Hall confirmed the odor. Officer 
Hall confirmed that the odor was consistent with a methamphetamine manufacturing 
operation. 
8. The officers did not expect to find an operational laboratory upon entry. However, they 
believed they would find remnants of such, including finished product. 
On November 2,2006, Judge Peart, the Adams County Magistrate, signed the warrant. 
On November 3,2006, officers served the warrant. Officers knocked on the front door of the 
Defendant's building and announced "search warrant!" The police knocked on the front door and 
waited approximately two (2) seconds. Captain Toby Hauntz, Payette County Sheriffs Office 
announced "Sheriffs Office, search warrant!" Upon hearing a "scuffling" sound inside the 
Brief in Opposition to the Defendant's Motion to Suppress 87 
building, the police made entry approximately three (3) seconds later.' Upon entry, officers 
discovered controlled substances and various types of paraphernalia. 
ISSUES 
1. Were there material omissions from the affidavit supporting the issuance of the 
search warrant? 
2. Was noncomplimce of the knock and announce rule justified by the existence 
of exigent circu~nstances? 
3. If noncompliance was not justified, is suppression of evidence the proper 
remedy? 
4. Does an alleged defective return require suppression of evidence? 
ARGUMENT 
I. THERE WERE NO MATERIAL OMISSIONS IN THE AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF THE 
ISSUANCE OF THE SEARCH WARRANT. 
As stated in State v. Peterson 133 Idaho 44 (Ct. App. 1999), a criminal defendant may 
challenge the veracity of an affidavit used to obtain a search warrant. If the defendant makes a 
substantial preliminary showing that the affidavit is faulty, the defendant will be entitled to an 
evidentiary hearing. Franks v. Delaware, 438 U.S. 154,98 S.Ct. 2674, 57 L.Ed.2d 667 (1978); 
State v. Kay, 129 Idaho 507,511,927 P.2d 897,901 (Ct.App.1996). At such a hearing, the 
defendant bears the burden to prove, by a preponderance of the evidence, that intentional or 
reckless falsehoods were included in the warrant affidavit and were material to the magistrate's 
finding of probable cause, or that material exculpatory information was deliberately or recklessly 
' The scuffling sound was described by Officer Hall as follows: It sounded as if a tool dropped and then footsteps 
were heard walking in a northern direction toward the bay area. 
Brief in Opposition to the Defendant's Motion to Suppress 3 
omitted. Franks, 438 U.S. at 156, 98 S.Ct. at 2676, 57 L.Ed.2d at 672; State v. Guzman, 122 
Idaho 981,984,842 P.2d 660,663 (1992); Kay, supra. An omission of exculpatory facts is 
"material" only if there is a substantial probability that, had the omitted information been 
presented, it would have altered the magistrate's determination of probable cause. State v. 
Lindner, 100 Idaho 37,41,592 P.2d 852,856 (1979); Kay, supra; State v. Sorbel, 124 Idaho 275, 
279,858 P.2d 814,818 (Ct.App.1993). If the court determines that a material fact was omitted, 
then the court must excise the false or intentionally misleading statements and review the finding 
of probable cause upon the remaining evidence. State v. Chappel (Ct.App. 1993) 124 Idaho 525, 
861 P.2d 95 Dunlap v. State ofldaho (Ct.App. 1995) 126 Idaho 901,894 P.2d 134. "In order to 
provide an adequate basis for a determination of probable cause to issue a search warrant, the 
assertions in the affidavit must establish a sufficient nexus between criminal activity, the things to 
be seized, and the place to be searched. [Citations omitted] In ascertaining whether probable 
cause exists, a magistrate is justified in drawing reasonable inferences from the facts stated in 
support of the issuance of the search warrant." Sobel, id 
a) The walk through of Defendant's premises one month ~ r i o r  to the issuance of the 
search warrant. 
Detective Rob Hunsucker, Malheur County Sheriffs Office and High Desert Drug 
Enforcement, did in fact walk through a portion of the Defendabt's property on or about October 
2,2006. However, officers only stayed in the entrance way, while Detective Hunsucker walked 
up the stairs with Ann Youngblood, the co-defendant, to retrieve her identification. There was no 
search done at that time. Assuming, however, that officers had been invited to view and search 
the entire building, the lack of contraband one month prior would likely not have changed the 
magistrate's determination of probable cause. As shown in the NCIC printout provided in 
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discovery, the Defendant had drug charges and convictions in 1988 and 1989. One conviction 
was for delivery of a controlled substance. Just as the State did not include the Defendant's 
previous criminal acts, it did not include those times the Defendant did not commit a criminal act 
In summation, the Defendant has failed to show that that the alleged omission was material. 
b) Collateral WitnessesIConfidential Informant 
The Defendant concedes the point that statements of a confidential informant's veracity, 
reliability or basis of knowledge are no longer required. Probable cause is determined by 
examining the totality of the circumstances and making a practical, common-sense decision 
whether, given all the circumstances set forth in the affidavit before the court, including 
information from an informant, there is a fair probability that contraband or other evidence of a 
crime will be found in a particular place. State v. Chandler 140 Idaho 760 (Ct. App. 2004). 
In the case at bar, in light of all the facts, the confidential informant's information was 
corroborated by other information. First, there was an ongoing chemical smell reported by 
neighboring landowners. Officers confirmed the smell and two occasions. In addition, a visitor 
to the Defendant's home, Reed Siddoway, had previously been found in possession of 
methamphetamine manufacturing materials. 
c) Residence vs. Business 
The Defendant next claims that the description of the premises should have included the 
fact that the Defendant used it as both a residence and workshop. The purpose of a description is 
to ensure the premises are not mistaken with neighboring structures, thus ensuring an innocent 
person is not subjected to a search. As stated in State v. Okee@2006 Idaho 32137 (Ct. App. 
2006), the test for determining the sufficiency of the description of the place to be searched is 
whether the place is described with sufficient particularity as to enable the executing officer to 
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locate and identify the premises with reasonable effort and whether there is any reasonable 
probability that another premise might be mistakenly searched." The issuing magistrate knew the 
building was used as residence, because it was so stated in the affidavit. The issue of 
particularity, however, is not implicated by failure to put such information into the warrant. The 
use of a building has never been required to be in the face of a warrant because that is not the 
purpose of the particularity requirement. 
11. THE EVIDENCE SHOULD NOT BE SUPPRESSED UNDER A "KNOCK AND 
ANNOUNCF' ANALYSIS 
1. There were exi~ent circumstances iustifying non compliance with the knock and 
announce rule. 
Idaho Courts have consistently held that the knock and announce rule does not need to be 
followed upon a finding of exigent circumstances. In State v. Ramos Docket No. 30662 (Ct. App. 
2005), the court set stated that "[Ulnder some circumstances, an unannounced entry was 
permissible. [Citations Omitted]. Specific exigencies include threats to officer safety or a 
likelihood that evidence might be destroyed. In order to justify such an entry, the police must 
have reasonable suspicion that knocking and announcing prior to entry would pose a threat to 
their safety or inhibit the investigation. [Citations Omitted]. The reasonable suspicion standard 
requires less than probable cause but more than mere speculation or instinct on the part of the 
officer. [Citations Omitted]. In justifying the particular intrusion, the police officer must be able 
to point to specific and articulable facts which, taken together with rational inferences from those 
facts, reasonably warrant that intrusion. [Citations Omitted]." The United States Supreme Court 
further has held that the knock-and-announce requirements are not required when the police have 
a "reasonable suspicion that knocking and announcing their presence, under the particular 
Brief in Opposition to the Defendant's Motion to Suppress 9 / 6 
circumstances, would be dangerous or futile, or that it would inhibit the effective investigation of 
the crime." 
In State v. Ruess 1 1  8 Idaho 707 (Ct. App.1990), the court held that non-compliance with 
the knock and announce rule was justified when, upon issuance of a search warrant, officers 
knocked and then entered while announcing their purpose. Through the screen door, the officers 
saw the defendant dart from the front room. The court held that "Upon this record we are 
satisfied that the object of the knock-and-announce statute-to prevent surprise entries by police 
officers-was satisfied. Although the announcement of purpose may not have entirely preceded the 
entry, such an irregularity was justified by the exigent circumstance of Ruess' flight from the front 
room." 
In United Stated v. Banks, 540 US 41 (USSC 2003), the United States Supreme Court 
found that "[tlhis case turns on the exigency revealed by the circumstances known to the officers 
after they knocked and announced, which the Government contends was the risk of losing easily 
disposable evidence. After 15 to 20 seconds without a response, officers could fairly have 
suspected that Banks would flush away the cocaine if they remained reticent." 
In the case at bar, officers heard a scuffling sound and footsteps headed away from the 
front door. In addition, the quantity of drugs anticipated to be found was not known. Officers 
believed a methamphetamine laboratory was being operated out of Defendant's shop. Although 
officers did not believe they would find an active laboratory, they believed they would find 
remnants of such an activity, including finished product. As stated in Banks, id, "the crucial fact 
is not the time it would take Banks to reach the door, but the time it would take him to destroy the 
cocaine." In other words, the court must consider how long it would take the defendant to destroy 
evidence in determining whether exigent circumstances exist. The Banks court stated that "It is 
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not unreasonable to think that someone could get in a position to destroy the drugs within 15 to 20 
seconds. Once the exigency had matured, the officers were not bound to learn anything more or 
wait any longer before entering." 
Based thereon, the Court should deny Defendant's motion to suppress, finding that 
exigent circumstances existed which justified non-compliance with the knock and announce rule. 
2. The Exclusionary Rule is not the approuriate remedy. 
If this court does not find the existence of exigent circumstances, suppression of the 
evidence is not the appropriate remedy.' The Defendant cites the Ramos decision as support for 
the exclusionary rule. However, it is unclear from the Ramos decision under what circumstances 
the exclusionary rule analysis was applied. In State v. Wigginton, 2005 Idaho 30137 (Ct. App. 
2005), the court detailed the necessary analysis when determining whether the exclusionary rule 
is applicable. 
"Application of the exclusionary rule to suppress evidence is appropriate only as to 
evidence that is fruit of the illegal governmental activity. Segura v. United States, 468 
U.S. 796,815, 104 S.Ct. 3380,3390-91, 82 L.Ed.2d 599 (1984); Wong Sun v. United 
States, 371 U.S. 471, 83 S.Ct. 407,9 L.Ed.2d 441 (1963); State v. Bainbridge, 1 17 Idaho 
245,249,787 P.2d 23 1, 235 (1990); State v. Hoak, 107 Idaho 742,749,692 P.2d 1174, 
1 18 1 (1 984). The test is "whether, granting establishment of the primary illegality, the 
evidence to which instant objection is made has been come at by exploitation of that 
illegality or instead by means sufficiently distinguishable to be purged of the primary 
taint." Wong Sun, 371 U.S. at 488,83 S.Ct. at 417 (quoting MAGUIRE, EVIDENCE OF 
GUILT, p. 221 (1959)). Id. at 98,29 P.3d at 409. Although the State has the ultimate 
burden of persuasion to show that the evidence is untainted, the defendant bears the initial 
burden of going forward with evidence of a "factual nexus" between the illegality and the 
evidence. Id. See also United States v. Nava-Ramirez, 210 F.3d 1128, 1131 (10th Cir. 
2000); Unitedstates v. Kandik, 633 F.2d 1334, 1335 (9th Cir. 1980). Suppression is 
required only if "the evidence sought to be suppressed would not have come to light but 
for the government's unconstitutional conduct." Nava-Ramirez, 2 10 F.3d at 1 13 1 ." Citing 
State v. Babb (insert citations). 
In the concluding paragraph in Paragraph I1 of the Defendant's Memorandum, the Defendant states officers failed to 
comply with this state's knock and announce statute. As such, the State will assume the Defendant is arguing for 
suppression based upon Idaho law and the Idaho Constitution. 
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In the Wigginton case, the court did not find the requisite factual nexus. In Wigginton, the 
Defendant alleged that an impermissibly extended traffic stop requiring suppression of evidence 
found during a search. The Court found that even if Wigginton's roadside detention was 
unlawfully lengthened by use of the drug dog, that illegality does not require suppression because 
this brief extension of the traffic stop did not in any way lead to or facilitate the discovery of the 
challenged evidence. The exclusionary rule required the exclusion of evidence only if there is a 
factual nexus between the illegal conduct of state agents and the evidence sought to be 
suppressed. 
In this matter now before the court, there is no factual nexus between the alleged unlawful 
conduct and the seizure of evidence. It cannot be said that "but for" the alleged improper entry, 
the evidence would not have been found. Whether the preliminary misstep had occurred or not, 
the police would have executed the lawfully obtained warrant they obtained and would have 
discovered the drugs. See Hudson v. Michigan No. 04-1360 (USSC 2006). 
Based thereon, the States respectfully requests the Defendant's Motion to Suppress for 
violation of the knock and announce rule be denied. 
111. PROCEDURAL ERRORS DO NOT GIVE RISE TO USE OF THE EXCLUSIONARY 
RULE. 
In State v. Zuegev 2005 Idaho 3 1761 (Sup. Ct. 2006), a prosecuting attorney signed a 
search warrant for a magistrate, pursuant to the magistrate's order. The signing, however, was in 
contravention to Idaho statute. The Court, citing State v. Bicknell, 140 Idaho 201,91 P.3d 1105 
(2004), stated that "[tlhe exclusionary rule was not created as a remedy for errors in following 
procedures, whether imposed by rule or statute, that were not designed to implement or protect 
constitutional rights" 
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This case is no different that Zueger or Bicknell. The alleged error, if any, is procedural 
and does not impact any substantive right of the Defendant. In addition, in State v. Curry 103 
Idaho 332 (Ct. App. 1982), the defendant argued that certain evidence should have been 
suppressed because it was seized pursuant to a search warrant which failed to comply with I.C.R. 
41. At the time this warrant was returned, Idaho Rule 41(c) required that a search warrant "shall 
designate the district judge or magistrate to whom it shall be returned." The Curry return did not 
comply. The Curry court held that "although the rule requiring designation of the court to whom 
the search warrant should be returned was worded in a mandatory style, we hold it was but a 
ministerial procedural requirement" and refused to suppress. 
Finally, there is no argument that the police complied with Rule 41 of the Idaho Criminal 
Rules. It cannot be said that compliance with a rule promulgated by the Idaho Supreme Court is 
error. 
As such, the State requests this Court to deny the Defendant's Motion to Suppress on such 
grounds. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
Based upon the arguments and law set forth above, the State respectfully requests this 
Court deny Defendant's Motion to Suppress, 
Submitted this 1 3 ' ~  day of February, 2006. 
B m N  LEE 
V 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on the 13'~ day of February, 2007, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing to be forwarded with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) 
indicated below to the person(@ listed below: 
T. Shane Darrington 
717 S. Kimball Ave. Suite 200 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
- b?08 
Hand Delivery U.S. Mai 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
Presiding: The Honorable Stephen W. Drescher 
Reporter; Denece Graham 
Date: February 16, 2007 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) CASE NUMBER CR-2006-3896*D 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs . ) 
KAY J. KOFOED ) COURT MINUTES 
Defendant. ) 
This being the time and place set for Suppression hearing on a 
search warrant, present before the Honorable Stephen W. 
Drescher, were, the defendant, Kay J. Kofoed, his counsel 
of record, Shane T .  Darrington, was not present, the State 
of Idaho was represented by Brian Lee, Payette County 
Prosecuting Attorney, Anne Marie Kelso, Payette County 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, was also present. 
The parties stipulated to the admission/publication of the 
Preliminary Hearing transcript. 
The Court took judicial notice of the preliminary hearing 
transcript. 
Mr. Darrington gave presentation. 
Defendant's exhibit 1, marked by the clerk, (later remarked as 
defendant's exhibit A,) identified as a Compact Disk of the 
search warrant proceedings, offered with no objection, 
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT A WAS ADMITTED. 
Mr. Darrington played the Compact Disk for the Court, noting 
that it had no objection to the reporter not transcribing the 
audio. The Court agreed. 
ROBERT HUNSUCKER, was called by the State, sworn by the clerk 
and testified, that he is a Malheur County Sheriff's deputy on 
the High Desert Drug Task Force. 
There was further testimony. 
There was cross by Mr. Darrington 
There was objection by the State, overruled by the Court. 
COURT MINUTES -I  
CR-2006-3896*D 
02-16-2007 
There was redirect by the State. 
There was no re cross, the wetness stepped down and was excused. 
CHRIS HALL, was called by the State, sworn by the clerk and 
testified. 
There was objection by the defense, overruled by the Court. 
There was further testimony. 
There was Cross by Mr. Darrington. 
There was objection by the State, overruled by the Court 
There was further testimony. 
There was objection by the State, sustained by the Court 
Redirect by the State 
There was re cross by Mr. Darrington, who asked for latitude so 
that he wouldn't have to re call this witness. 
There were no further questions and the witness stepped down 
RANDY COSNER, was called by the State, sworn by the clerk and 
testified. 
There was cross by Mr. Darrington. 
There was no redirect 
The State had nothing further. 
The Court took recess from 11:OO a.m. until 11:lO a.m. 
CHRIS HALL was re called by Mr. Darrington, reminded of his 
continuing oath, and testified. 
There was cross by the State. 
There was objection by Mr. Darrington, explanation by the Court, 
no actual ruling. 
There was further testimony. 
There was no c r o s s ,  and t h e  w i tnes s  s tepped  down. 
KAY J. KOFOED, was c a l l e d  by M r .  Darr ington,  sworn by t h e  c l e r k  
and t e s t i f i e d .  
There was no c r o s s ,  and t h e  w i tnes s  s tepped  down. 
Defendant 's  e x h i b i t  B,  marked by t h e  c l e r k ,  i d e n t i f i e d  a s  t h e  
drawing made i n  Court  on t h i s  d a t e ,  o f f e r e d  wi th  no o b j e c t i o n ,  
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT B WAS ADMITTED. 
The S t a t e  gave c l o s i n g  
M r .  Darr ington gave c l o s i n g .  
The S t a t e  asked i f  it cou ld  r e b u t ,  t h e  Cour t ' s  response  was no. 
The Court  no t ed  i t  would s t u d y  t h i s  ma t t e r  and r e n d e r  a 
d e c i s i o n .  
Court  was ad journed .  
The Honorable Stephen W .  Drescher 
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1 IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF ! 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
1 
1 
1 CASE NO. CR-2006-03896 
Plaintiff, 1 CR-2006-03878 
VS. 
1 
) ORDER ON MOTION 
1 TO SUPPRESS 
KAY JAMES KOFOED, 1 
1 
Defendant. 1 
Appearances: State: Brian Lee 
Defendant: Shane Darrington 
I. Background 
This matter came on for hearing on the Defendant's Motion to Suppress on February 16'~ 
at 9:OOa.m. Shane Darrington appeared on behalf of the Defendant, Brian Lee appeared on 
behalf of the State of Idaho. Based upon the presentations of the parties, as well as the evidence 
presentation of the parties and the briefing in this matter, the Court finds as follows: 
The Defendant, Kay Kofoed, resides at 2007 ?4 N. Whitley Drive, in a loft space above a 
workshop in a metal building. In early October 2006, during the arrest of an employee of the 
Defendant, officers walked through the Defendant's building in order to allow another individual 
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to obtain identification. The officers were in the building only briefly and did not conduct a 
search at that time. 
On October 24" Officer Huff responded to a complaint of a strong, strange chemical 
odor at a grocery store a short distance from the Defendant's address. The officer eventually 
tracked the smell to the area of storage units close to the defendant's workshop. On October 
3oth, Officer Huff again responded to another complaint regarding a chemical smell. Again, the 
distinct chemical smell seemed to be coming from the area of the storage units close to the 
Defendant's address. Officer Huff summoned Officer Hall of the Payette Police Department, 
who confirmed the heavy chemical smell in the area. Both officers identified the odor as 
consistent with that which is present during the manufacture of methamphetamine. A warrant 
was applied for and issued on November 2, 2006. It was executed the following day at 
approximately lla.m. 
On November 3, 2006, Officer Hall of the Fruitland Police Department and Detective 
Cosner of the Payette County Sheriffs department were both a part of the team entering the 
building to serve the search warrant. Both officers testified at the hearing that after knocking on 
the door and announcing the police presence they heard a sound like something was dropped or 
kicked and then footsteps moving quickly away from the door. As a result, the officers 
immediately entered the building and served the warrant. 
The Defendant now moves to suppress all evidence seized pursuant to the execution of a 
search warrant on November 3,2006 on the grounds that (1) the warrant is invalid where it omits 
relevant information and where the language of the warrant is internally inconsistent; (2) the 
officers failed to wait a reasonable time before entering the premises pursuant to a knock and 
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announce warrant; and (3) the warrant ordered a return that was contrary to statutory 
requirements and officers fail to follow the exact letter of the order in the warrant. 
11. Analysis 
A. The Vailidity of the Warrant 
The Defendant asserts that Officer Huffs affidavit omits the fact that law enforcement 
had walked through the premises less than one month before the execution of the warrant and 
found nothing. 
When a warrant affidavit includes a false representation or omits relevant facts, the 
resulting warrant will be deemed invalid if the false representation or omission was made 
knowingly and intentionally or with reckless disregard for the truth and if the facts wrongfully 
included or omitted were material to the magistrate's finding of probable cause for issuance of 
the warrant. Franks v. Delaware, 438 U.S. 154, 98 S.Ct. 2674, 57 L.Ed.2d 667 (1978); State v. 
Kay, 129 Idaho 507, 51 1, 927 P.2d 897, 901 (Ct.App.1996); State v. Sorbel, 124 Idaho 275,279, 
858 P.2d 814, 818 (Ct.App.1993). A false statement is "material" if without it, probable cause 
would not have been found. Id An omission of facts is material if there is a substantial 
probability that, had the omitted information been included, it would have altered the 
magistrate's determination of probable cause. Id. at 279-80, 858 P.2d at 818-19. US.  v. Seymour, 
114 Eed.App. 776, C.A.9 (OR.) 2004; 
State v. Morris, 131 Idaho 562, 961 P.2d 653 (Ct.App.1998). 
Here, the fact that there were multiple complaints of strong, strange chemical smells 
coming from the area which had been confirmed at least twice by Officer Huff in addition to 
information from a confidential informant that the Defendant was learning how to manufacture 
methamphetamine, as well as the totality of the other information contained in Officer Huffs 
affidavit, it cannot be said that there is a substantial probability that knowing the officers were in 
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the building the month before would have altered the magistrate's determination of probable 
cause. Thus, the omission is not material and does not invalidate the warrant. 
The Defendant next asserts that though passing reference is made to The Defendant 
living and working in the worlcshops and outbuildings, there is no specific information regarding 
where he resided. More importantly, the warrant makes no reference to any living quarters to be 
searched. 
The purpose of the Fourth Amendment guarantee of the right to be free from 
unreasonable searches and seizures is to safeguard the privacy of citizens by insuring against the 
search of premises where probable cause is lacking. State v. Yoder, 96 Idaho 651, 653, 534 P.2d 
771, 773 (1975). One such safeguard is the necessity of particularity in describing the place to 
be searched. Id. The description must be sufficiently clear so that the place to be searched is 
recognizable from other neighboring properties. Id. The test for determining the sufficiency of 
the description of the place to be searched is whether the place is described with sufficient 
particularity as to enable the executing officer to locate and identify the premises with reasonable 
effort, and whether there is any reasonable probability that another premise might be mistakenly 
searched. United States v. Gitcho, 601 F.2d 369, 371 (8th Cir.1979). Where one part of the 
description of the premises to be searched is inaccurate or incomplete, such as here, where the 
fact that it was both a residence and a workplace, but the description has other parts which 
identify the place to be searched with particularity, searches pursuant to such warrants have been 
routinely upheld. See United States v. Turner, 770 F.2d 1508, 1511 (9th Cir.1985); Gitcho, 
supra. A correct street address, even when no other description is given, is sufficiently particular 
to withstand constitutional scrutiny because it meets both prongs of the particularity test. United 
States v Dancy, 947 F.2d 1232, 1234 (5th Cir.1991). Extraneous information, such as a legal or 
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detailed physical description of the premises to be searched, is not required. State v. Holman, 
109 Idaho 382,388,707 P.2d 493,499 (Ct.App.1985). Because search warrants are not deeds or 
tax notices, they are not subject to technical drafting requirements and should be interpreted in a 
commonsense and realistic fashion. Id. State v. Young, 136 Idaho 711, 39 P.3d 651 
(Ct.App.2002). Moreover, where the defendant uses the whole building as a single unit or is in 
control of the entire premises, the entire premises are suspect. See U S .  v. Roberts, 747 F.2d 537 
(C.A.Wash.,1984) (Evidence obtained from a search was properly admitted when the defendant 
used a garage and a house as a single unit). 
Applying the foregoing rationale to the case at bar, the affidavit indicated that the address 
in question was both a worlcshop and a residence and the warrant specified a particular address 
where both the worltshop and residence were located. It is therefore simply common sense to 
treat the whole building as an identifiable single unit when it was under the control of the same 
owner and it was not lilcely that the officers executing the warrant would mistake another 
location for the one at issue. Therefore, the Iack of detailed information concerning the nature of 
the address does not invalidate the warrant or justify suppress of the evidence. 
Next, the Defendant asserts that Officer Huffs affidavit is inconsistent when it states that 
components of methamphetamine manufacture are frequently destroyed, but that he expected to 
find those .components during the search. 
Paragraph 11 of the Affidavit of Officer Huff states in pertinent part: "I also lcnow that it 
is common for the manufacturer to destroy components of the laboratory after completing the 
manufacture process. It is my opinion that upon service of this search warrant an operational 
laboratory will not be discovered, however, remnants of the lab such as; glass beakers, finished 
product, quantities of precursors, and other forms of paraphernalia will be found." 
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Contrary to Defendant's assertions, this paragraph does not appear to contain conflicting 
statements. Officer Huff simply states that the lab as a whole is generally destroyed but that 
certain bits and pieces may remain. He does not indicate that all evidence of the lab will be 
eradicated. Therefore this does not appear to be justification to invalidate the warrant and 
exclude the fruits of the search 
Finally, the Defendant argues that individually, these issues may not rise to defeating a 
finding of probable cause, but considered in their totality, they present such a skewed picture as 
to render the warrant invalid. Here, the affidavit did not omit material facts, indicated the nature 
of the address to be searched with sufficient particularity, and indicated what they expected to 
find sufficiently to support issuance of a valid warrant. Therefore, the warrant is valid and the 
motion to suppress on these grounds is denied. 
B. Knock and Announce 
The Defendant next moves to suppress evidence of the search on the grounds that the 
officers failed to comply with the lnoclc and announce requirement of the warrant. Here, the 
officers lmocked on the door, approximately two seconds later announced their position and 
authority, and approximately four seconds thereafter were entering the workshop. The 
Defendant asserts that it was hardly reasonable to expect that someone would be able to answer 
the door in the space of those six seconds. The state argues that there were exigent 
circumstances justifying the speedy entry, namely the possibility that the persons in the premises 
were destroying an unknown quantity of drugs. 
Reasonable suspicion of exigent circumstances, allowing forced entry after the police 
arrive, or after they knock and announce, is to be determined on a case-by-case basis by 
considering the totality of the circumstances. State v. Ramos, 142 Idaho 628, 130 P.3d 1166 
(Ct.App.2005) (Citing Banks, 540 U.S. 31, 41, 124 S.Ct. 521, 157 L.Ed.2d 343 (2003)). The 
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totality of the circumstances should include the time of day, the amount of drugs, and possibility 
of a threat to officer safety. Id. In this case the warrant was executed close to noon, when 
people would normally be up and about. However, the officers could not be sure of the amount 
of drugs or other evidence that would be present. Thus, when they heard sounds that indicated 
people were quickly moving away from the door, it was reasonable for them to believe that 
evidence was being, or was about to be, destroyed, thereby creating exigent circumstances that 
justified the officers' hurried entry 
into the building. As the officers' entry was justified based on the exigent circumstances, the 
evidence discovered as a result thereof should not be excluded. 
C. Return of warrant 
Finally, the Defendant asserts that the warrant was invalid because it ordered a return to 
an issuing magistrate that resides outside the county and because the officers returning the 
warrant failed to comply exactly with the terms on the face of the order 
Idaho Criminal Rule states in pertinent part: 
(a) Authority to Issue Warrant. A search warrant authorized by this rule may be 
issued by a district judge or magistrate within the judicial district wherein the 
property or person sought is located upon request of a law enforcement officer or 
any attorney for the state of Idaho. 
(d) Execution and Return With Inventory. The officer taking property under the 
warrant shall give to the person from whom or from whose premises the property 
was taken a copy of the warrant and a receipt for property taken or shall leave a 
copy and receipt at the place from which the property was taken. A verified 
return shall be promptly made to a district court judge or magistrate in the county 
where a warrant for the seizure of property or a person was issued. The inventory 
shall be made by one of the officers executing the warrant in ihe presence of the 
person from whose possession or premises the property was taken; provided, if 
such person is not present, the executing officer shall make the inventory in the 
presence of at least one (1) credible person of age. The district judge or 
magistrate shall, upon request, deliver a copy of the inventory to the person from 
whom or from whose premises the property was talcen and to the applicant for the 
warrant. The district judge or magistrate before whom the warrant is returned 
shalI attach to the warrant a copy of the return, inventory and all other papers in 
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connection therewith and shall file them with the clerk of the district court for the 
county in which the warrant was issued or served. 
Idaho case law specifically holds that defects in the return of a search warrant do not rise 
to constitutional dimensions. See State v. Mason, 11 1 Idaho 660, 726 P.2d 772 (Ct.App.1986). 
In State v. Curry, 103 Idaho 332, 647 P.2d 788 (Ct.App.1982), the Idaho Court of Appeals held 
that a police officer's failure to list all items seized in an inventory list was a ministerial error 
and, absent a showing of prejudice by the defendant, the trial court was not required to suppress 
evidence seized in the search. Similarly, in State v. Mason, supra, a police officer's failure to 
verify the return of a search warrant did not require suppression of the evidence seized pursuant 
to the warrant. Likewise, in State v. Bussard, 114 Idaho 781, 760 P.2d 1197(Ct.App. 1988), 
suppression was not required where the defendants made no showing that failure to return the 
original warrant and inventory materially infringed upon any constitutionally protected interest. 
In the case at bar, the defendant has similarly failed to show any constitutionally protected 
interest that has been violated. The purpose underlying Idaho Criminal Rule 41 has been 
satisfied, regardless of a mere procedural defect. Therefore, the warrant was not invalid and the 
evidence should not be suppressed. 
Based upon the foregoing, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Kay Kofoed's Motion to 
Suppress is DENIED 
day of February, 2007. 
' Stephen W. Drescher 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Order was 
forwarded to the following persons on this day of February, 2007: 
Brian Lee 
Payette County Prosecuting Attorney 
1130 Third Ave. North 
Room #I05 
Payette, ID 83661 
T. Shane Darrington 
717 S. Kimball Ave. Ste. 200 
Caldwell, ID 8361 5 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
**********  
THE HONORABLE STEPHEN W. DRESCHER 
COURT REPORTER: DENECE GRAHAM 
DATE: March 15, 2007 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
Kay Kofoed, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-3896 
COURT MINUTES 
This being the time and place set for Pre-Trial Conference, 
present before the Honorable Stephen W. Drescher were the 
defendant, Kay Kofoed and his court retained attorney T. Shane 
Darrington, and the State of Idaho represented by Barbara Richart, 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney. 
Mr. Darrington advised the Court that he would like to file a 
stipulation to continue Pre-Trail conference and Jury Trial. 
The Court advised Mr. Darrington to file a stipulation. 
The defendant was continued on his current status 
Court was ad j ourned . 
STEPHEN W. DRESCHER 
Betty J. Dressen, Clerk 
BY: 
- CJA- 
Deputy Clerk 
Court Minutes page-l- 
LOVAN ROKER, P.C. 
GREGC E. LOVAN- ISB NO. 1762 
MATTHEW J. ROKEIR-ISB NO. 4S35 
ERIC F. BALDWIN - ISB NO. 6240 
T. SHANE DARRlNCTON - ISB No. 6661 
Attorneys at Law 
717 S. Kimball Avenue, Suite 200 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 459-6795 
I?acsiarilc; (208) 459-6908 
LWaN ROKER 
Attorneys for Defendant I 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO. CR06-38 
Plaintia; 1 
) ORDER TO 
VS. ) CONFEKENCE JURY TRIAL 
KAY KOFOED, 1 
Defendant. 
1 
) 
IN CONSIDERATION of the parties' Stip~lation to Conti ue Pre-Trial Conference and 
Jury Trial, and'being fully advised in the law and the premise , and good cause appearing 
therefore, i 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED 
March 15, 2007 at 10:30 a.m., be reset 
for March 27, 
.m., before the 
State of Idaho. P 
C: PA, 04 
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N % O F H E A R I N C * :  The unde,rsigned will bring on fhe above Motion on for heafing 
before this Court on May 4, 2007 at 9:00 o'clock A.M., of said day, or as soon thereafter as 
counsel can be heard, before the Honorable Drescher 
.CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing ins&ument was facsimile, to BRIAN LEE, Payette Prosecuting Attorney at 
(208) 642-6099, Payette. Idaho, this date. 
DATED: April q , 2007. 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND NOTICE OF UEARING - 2 
LOVAN * ROKER, P.C. 
GREGG E. LOVAN- ISB No. 1762 
MATTHEW J. ROKER-ISB NO. 4835 
ERIC F. BALDWIN - ISB No. 6240 
T. SHANE LMRRINGTON - TSB NO. 6461 
Attorneys at Law 
717 S. Kimball Avenue, Suite 200 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Tclophonc: (208) 459 6795 
Facsimile: (208) 459-6908 
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Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUIIIClAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO. CR06-38%/CR06-3878 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
KAY KOFOED, 
1 
1 ORDER TO CONTINUE MOTION 
j TO RECONSIDER 
) 
1 
IN CONSIDERATION of the parties' Stipulation to Continue Motion to Reconsider and 
being fully advised in the law and the premises, and good cause appearing therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendant's Motion to Reconsider scheduled for May 
4,2007 at 9:00 a.m., be reset for May 17,2007 at 10:30 a.m., beforc the Honorable Drescher, at 
the Courthouse in the City of PayeJe, State of Idaho. 
DATED: 
STEPHEN W. DRESrnER 
District Judge 
ORDER - 1 
FILGFT 
THIRD JUDICIAL QlSTFilCT COiJRT 
BRIAN LEE 
Prosecuting Attorney 
1130 Third Ave. North, #I05 
Payette, ID 83661 
(208) 642-6096 
(208) 642-6099 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
1 STATE OF IDAHO, 
I Plaintiff, 
1 KAY JAMES KOFOED, 
CASE NO.: CR 2006-389613878 
PLEA AGREEMENT 
1. I, KAY JAMES KOFOED, the Defendant in the above referenced matter, have been 
informed by my attorney and in open court on this date of my constitutional rights in the 
above entitled case, and I have read and fully understand the following: 
2. I understand that this plea agreement reflects the entire agreement reached by the parties 
and stipulate to it being made a part of the record in this matter. 1 FURTHER 
UNDERSTAND THAT THE JUDGE IS NOT BOUND BY THE SENTENCING 
RECOMMENDATION. 
3. I have received and read a copy of all parts of the Information or Indictment in this matter 
and I understand the nature of the charges that have been made against me. I have 
discussed the same with my attorney and I have told my attorney all I know about the 
matters referred to in it. 
Plea Agreement 1 
4. My attorney has explained my constitutional rights, and the punishment that could be 
imposed by the court upon my plea of guilty. 
5. I understand that if I plead not guilty to any count or counts in the Information or 
Indictment, the following will occur: 
a. I would be presumed innocent of the charges against me in such count or 
counts; 
b. I would be entitled to a speedy and public jury trial by an impartial jury in 
which the burden would be upon the State to establish my guilt beyond a 
reasonable doubt to the satisfaction of all twelve (12) jurors; and 
c. Upon such trial 1) I would be entitled to remain silent and no inference could 
be drawn against me because of my silence; 2) I could, if I wished, testify on 
my own behalf; 3) I would be entitled to confront and cross-examine all 
witnesses against me; 4) I would be entitled to compulsory process of the 
court to obtain witnesses and evidence to be offered in my defense. 
6. My decision to plead guilty is made freely and voluntarily. I have not been induced to 
plead guilty by any force, coercion, pressure, or fear. 
7. If I am not a naturalized citizen of the United States, the entry of a plea or making of 
factual admissions could have consequences of deportation, exclusion of admission to the 
United States, or denial of naturalization. 
Plea Agreement 2 
8. I understand the following conditions apply to this plea agreement: 
a. At sentencing, the State is free to discuss the contents of the pre sentence investigation 
and to facilitate victim impact statements. 
b. This State's offer is contingent upon my attending all pre-sentence interviews as 
scheduled and upon appearing at sentencing as scheduled by the court. If I fail to 
appear at any scheduled hearing, the sentencing andlor plea agreement may be 
withdrawn by the State. 
c. This offer is contingent upon my having only the prior criminal history reflected in the 
State's Response for Discovery. If I fail to disclose criminal history not reflected in 
the State's response or if prior criminal convictions are later discovered, the 
sentencing and/or plea agreement may be withdrawn by the State. 
9. I am currently charged with PCS (felony), PCS (Misd.) and Possession of 
Paraphernalia. I understand that, upon pleading guilty to the charge(s) of PCS 
(Felony) in Case No. CR 2006-3896, the following will occur: 
a. The Prosecuting Attorney will dismiss the following charges/cases(s): 
PCS (Misd.) and Possession of Paraphernalia in Case No. CR 2006- 
3878. 
b. At sentencing, the State will recommend penalties as follows: Open. 
c. If the public defender was appointed to represent me, the State will 
request reimbursement to the County in an amount consistent with 
Administrative Order 2000-1. 
d. I understand that if my sentence is suspended, the State may request 
local jail time. 
Plea Agreement 3 
e. I HEREBY EXPRESSLY PRESERVE MY RIGHT TO APPEAL 
THE DECISION OF THE DISTRICT COURT DATED FEBRUARY 
23,2007. 
I am bound by this sentencing recommendation and may not argue for a lesser sentence. 
10. In exchange for the above terms, I agree as follows: 
a. To waive my right to file a motion to reduce or amend my sentence pursuant 
to Idaho Criminal Rules, Rule 35; and 
b. To waive my right to file a motion to withdraw my plea once a plea has been 
entered. 
1 1. I have discussed all the elements of this plea agreement with my lawyer and he or she has 
explained every detail of the plea agreement to me to my satisfaction. 
12. I am satisfied with my lawyers representation of me in this matter and do not believe he 
or she is incompetent or apathetic to the outcome of my case. 
13. I am not under the influence of any substance, such as a narcotic or alcohol, that would 
affect my ability to understand the nature and consequences of my action in entering a 
guilty plea. 
14. I understand that plea negotiations recognize the economic considerations of limited 
prosecutorial resources. I understand that the State does not punish a citizen for 
asserting the right to a jury trial, but the State makes concessions as to charging andlor 
sentencing recommendations in exchange for a swift and certain resolution of a case. 
15. Finally, I understand that the Judge is not bound or obligated to follow the sentencing 
recommendations of the prosecutor. When determining what sentence he or she will 
Plea Agreement 4 
impose and is free to impose whatever sentence he or she deems just and fit. 
Dated this 12th day of March, 2007. 
Defendant 
I, Shane Darrington, the attorney for the above named defendant, have reviewed the 
foregoing with and have explained to KAY JAMES KOFOED the nature of the charges against 
himlher, hislher constitutional rights and the punishment that could be imposed upon hislher guilty 
plea. 
Attorneyfor Defendant 
Offered this 12th day of March, 2007. This offer is open only until March 16,2007, at 5:00 
p.m. Acceptance of this offer must be in writing prior to the above deadline. 
SECUTING ATTORNEY 
w -  
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Plea Agreement 5 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
**********  
THE HONORABLE STEPHEN W. DRESCHER 
COURT REPORTER: DENECE GRAEAM 
DATE: May 17, 2007 
State of Idaho, 
Plaintiff, 
Kay J Kofoed, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-3896 
COURT MINUTES 
Time: 10:34-10:36 a.m. 
This being the time and place set for defendant's Motion to 
Reconsider and Pretrial Conference, present before the Honorable 
Stephen W. Drescher were the defendant Kay J Kofoed, his court 
retained attorney Matthew Roker, and the State of Idaho 
represented by Anne Marie Kelso, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney. 
Mr. Roker presented his case on the Motion to Reconsider. Mr. 
Roker advised the Court about the decision on the Motion to 
Suppress and the Court to review the entry of the house. 
The Court advised Mr. Roker that the Court's finding on the 4 
seconds was based on testimonies. The Court also advised Mr. 
Roker that the Court will adhere to its prior ruling. 
The Court inquired about a pre-trial. 
Mr. Roker advised the Court they did not need a pre-trial and the 
parties had .enter into a plea agreement which includes a Rule 11 
to preserve the defendants right to appeal the issues on the 
suppression. 
The Court advised change of plea on trial date. 
The State presented a plea agreement 
Court was adjourned . 
Court Minutes page-1- 
STEPHEN W. DRESCHER 
Betty J. Dressen, Clerk 
BY: 
- w 
Deputy Clerk 
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THIRD JUDIC!R? i3iSTW!CT CCXJRT 
- 
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) Case No: CR-2006-0003896 
Kay J Kofoed ,. 
2007 112 N Whitley Dr 
Fruitland, ID 83619 
Defendant. 
DOB: 
SSN: 
1 
) Charges: CONTROLLED 
) SUBSTANCE-POSSESSION OF 
) ) ORDER FOR PRESENTENCE REPORT 
On Wednesday, May 30, 2007, a Presentence Investigation Report was or ere b the Honorable 
Stephen W. Drescher to be completed for Court appearance on 77aQ[m ,at 
Payette County, Idaho at 1:30 am@ 
JUDGE'S COMMENTS: 
Psychological Evaluation Ordered: ( )Yes ( ) No Psycho-Sexual Evaluation Ordered: ( )Yes ( )No 
The defendant is in custody ( )Yes No 
The defendant has been instructed to contact the Probation and Parole office i n  Payette, ldaho at 
(208)642-0750 within three (3) working days from this date. 
- A 
Defense Counsel7.M r ~'if_b KW ' State's Counsel: b h r d  d;th&r& 
Phone # 309- 4-57 - L796 Phone# 642-6096 
**X********W******N***********?*%******~***W~*~~*~*****S%*W~*~**~*~***********~***~***%~~*~~***~~**&*~~*W*~ee*%*** 
PLEASE PRINT: 
(To be completed by DEFENDANT) Male ( d a l e  ( ) Race: 
/ c h 2 Y =  
DO you need an INTERPRETER? NO ( 4 s  ( ) Language: Special: DO 
you need an INTERPRETER? ()Yes () No Special: 
~ d d r e s s : b  QhikZy $c. C i t y : - c W : ~  brd? i %3hrq 
Telephone: qsa 9 ~ 5 5  WorMMessagePhonp 3q0c ZIYW 
DATE OF BIRT SOCIAL SECURITY  N
~ t t o r n e y : b ' ~  &<;~e C i t c b a d  State: 
Date of Arrest: I ->oh Arresting A g e n C Y p m , &  &f&f 
V 
) No 
I understand that 1 am Probation and Parole, at 540 S. 16th Payette Id 83661 
*****a** * * * .A** * ! * * *  ***T**T********** *******  
ethod of s e d e :  h ~ d d e ~  I ~ e r e d  t~ pro~st?'m M.F~W 
(Probation and Parole Use Only) Date Received: Assigned to: 
ORDER FOR PRESENTENCE REPORT -1 / X I  
late: 5/31/2007 
'ime: 11 :02 AM 
'age 1 of 2 
T9ird ' 'dicial District Court - Payette Count- 
I Party Detail Summary 
Criminal, Juvenile, and Civil Cases 
User: CHYSELL 
(ofoed, Kay J DOE: SSN:
!007 112 N Whitley Dr License: ID Height: 511 
'ruitland ID 83619 Sex: Male Weight: 155 
Hair: Brown 
Balance due court: 250.00 Eyes: Brown 
Jase: CR-1995-0003594 Defendant Closed 
Judge: Magistrate Court Clerks Filing Date: 11/13/1995 
Battery 
Issued: 1111 311 995 
Desree Disposed Finding Citation 
M 12/20/1995 Not Guilty Dismissed By Prose 
FineslFees: 0.00 Paid: 0.00 Balance: 0.00 
Case Total: 0.00 Paid: 0.00 Balance: 0.00 
Jase: CR-1995-0003691 Defendant Closed 
Judge: Magistrate Court Clerks Filing Date: 12/15/1995 
Charae 
Assault 
Issued: 1 1/3/1995 
Battery 
Issued: 1 1/3/1995 
rn Disposed Plea Findine Citation 
M 2/2/1996 Not Guilty Dismissed By Prose475 
FineslFees: 0.00 Paid: 0.00 Balance: 0.00 
M 2/2/1996 Not Guilty Dismissed By Prose475 
FineslFees: 0.00 Paid: 0.00 Balance: 0.00 
Case Total: 0.00 Paid: 0.00 Balance: 0.00 
Bench Warrant Issued Status Status Date 
112211 996 Quashed 21511 996 
Zase: CR-1997-0002482 Defendant Closed 
Judge: William B Dillon Ill Filing Date:5/30/1997 
Charne Disposed Plea Finding Citation 
 Plates-fail Display Plates Or Stickers M 7/25/1997 Not Guilty Dismissed By Prose6763 
Issued: 511 711997 FineslFees: 0.00 Paid: 0.00 Balance: 0.00 
Case Total: 0.00 Paid: 0.00 Balance: 0.00 
Case: CR-1999-0001162 Defendant Closed 
Judge: A Lynne Krogh Filing Date: 1211 711 999 
Charae Denree Disvosed Plea Finding Citation 
Registration-fail Register Annually 1 1110/2000 Not Guilty Dismissed By Prose 89 
Issued: 1211 111999 FinesIFees: 0.00 Paid: 0.00 Balance: 0.00 
Case Total: 0.00 Paid: 0.00 Balance: 0.00 
Case: CR-1999-0003990 Defendant Closed 
Judge: A Lynne Krogh Filing Date: 12/15/1999 
Dearee Disposed Plea Findina Citation 
 Plates-fail Display Plates Or Stickers M 1/1012000 Not Guilty Dismissed By Prose90 
Issued: 1211 111999 FineslFees: 0.00 Paid: 0.00 Balance: 0.00 
Case Total: 0.00 Paid: 0.00 Balance: 0.00 
ORDER FOR PRESENTENCE REPORT - 2 I Z Z  
l a t e :  5/31/2007 
rime: 1 1 :02 AM 
'age 2 of 2 
Third .dicial District Court - Payette Count-. 
j Party Detail Summary 
Criminal, Juvenile, and Civil Cases 
User: CHYSELL 
(ofoed, Kay J DOB: SSN:
Case: CR-2000-0008257 Defendant Closed 
Judge: William B Dillon Ill Filing Date:1/4/2000 
Chame 
Disturbing The Peace 
Issued: 12/8/1999 
Degree Disposed Plea Finding Citation 
M 3/29/2000 Guilty Guilty 8350 
FineslFees: 113.50 Paid: 113.50 Balance: 0.00 
Case Total: 113.50 Paid: 113.50 Balance: 0.00 
Judge: William B Diilon Ill Filing Date:11/6/2006 
Degree Disposed Plea Finding Citation 
Controlled Substance-Possession of M None None 15505 
Issued: 11/3/2006 FineslFees: 0.00 Paid: 0.00 Balance: 0.00 
Drug Paraphernalia-Use or Possess wllntent I M None None 15505 
Issued: 11/3/2006 FineslFees: 0.00 Paid: 0.00 Balance: 0.00 
Case Total: 0.00 Paid: 0.00 Balance: 0.00 
Case: CR-2006-0003896 Defendant Pending 
Judge: Stephen W Drescher Filing Date:11/6/2006 
Charae Degree Disposed Finding Citation 
Controlled Substance-Possession of F Not Guilty None 
Issued: 11/3/2006 FinesIFees: 0.00 Paid: 0.00 Balance: 0.00 
Case Total: 0.00 Paid: 0.00 Balance: 0.00 
Case: CR-2007-0001507 Defendant Pending 
Judge: William B Dillon Ill Filing Date:5/9/2007 
Charae Degree Disposed Plea Finding Citation 
Driving Under the Influenee M Not Guilty None 7187 
Issued: 5/8/2007 FineslFees: 0.00 Paid: 0.00 Balance: 0.00 
Case Total: 0.00 Paid: 0.00 Balance: 0.00 
Case: CV-1992-0001242 Defendant Closed 
Judge: Dennis E Goff Filing Date: 11/1 611 992 
Case Total: 0.00 Paid: 0.00 Balance: 0.00 
Case: CV-2006-0000007 Defendant Closed 
Judge: William B Dillon Ill Filing Date: 1/5/2006 
Case Total: 0.00 Paid: 0.00 Balance: 0.00 
Case: CV-2006-0001084 Defendant Closed 
Judge: William B Dilion Ill Filing Date: 1 111 512006 
Case Total: 0.00 Paid: 0.00 Balance: 0.00 
Case: CV-2007-0000448 Subject Pending 
Judge: William B Dillon Ill Filing Date:5/9/2007 
Case Total: 250.00 Paid: 0.00 Balance: 250.00 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
**********  
THE HONORABLE STEPHEN W. DRESCHER 
COURT REPORTER: DENECE GRAHAM 
DATE: May 30, 2007 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
Kay James Kofoed, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-3896 
COURT MINUTES 
Time: 9:44-9:56 a.m. 
This being the time and place set for Jury Trial, Change of Plea, 
for Possession of a Controlled Substance, felony, present before 
the Honorable Stephen W. Drescher were the defendant Kay James 
Kofoed, his retained attorney Matthew J. Roker, and the State of 
Idaho represented by Barbara Richart, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney. 
Mr. Roker advised the Court that a plea agreement had been 
reached, the defendant will plea guilty to the charge of 
Possession of a Controlled Substance, Felony, preserving his right 
to appeal the trial court's decision on defendant's Motion to 
Suppress Evidence. 
The State advised the stipulation on the Rule 11 was separate from 
the plea agreement filed with the Court. 
The Court concurred 
The defendant concurred. 
The Court advised the defendant that by entering a plea of guilty 
to the charge he would be waiving his right to a jury trial, his 
right to the presumption of innocence and the right to have the 
State prove his guilt beyond a reasonable doubt, his right to 
confront and cross-examine the State's witness, the right to call 
witnesses to testify on his behalf, the right against self 
incrimination, and that the defendant would be waiving any 
defenses he may have; the defendant indicated that he understood 
he would be waiving each and every one of those constitutional 
rights. The Court also added by reserving his right to appeal on 
the 4th Amendment. 
Court Minutes page-l- 
The Court further determined that there had been no promises made 
to the defendant and no threats made to get him to plea guilty. 
The Court further advised the defendant that this was an open 
sentence and it was not bound by any plea negotiations entered 
into between the parties and could not impose more than the 
maximum penalty provided by law, to wit: 7 years at the IDOC 
and/or $15,000 fine or both. 
In answer to the Court's inquiry the defendant advised he was not 
under the influence of any drugs or Lntoxicants, he did have prior 
felonies, and was not on probation, or parole. 
The Court did not advise the defendant of his Habitual Offender 
Riyhts. 
The Court determined the defendant was not under the influence of 
any drugs or intoxicants which would hinder his understanding of 
these proceeding and that the defendant had discussed this 
agreement wlth his attorney and was pleading guilty because the 
facts as set forth in the criminal information were true. The 
Court further advised the defendant that it would not allow him to 
withdraw his. plea of guilty at a later date. 
The Court asked the defendant if the Rule 11 plea agreement 
contained the entirety of the negotiations arrived between the 
defendant's lawyer and the lawyer for the State of Idaho, and the 
defendant did read and understand the document and the defendant 
does read and understands the English language, and found the 
defendant had signed the Rule 11 plea agreement on page 2. 
The Court determined the defendant was prepared to enter a plea 
and in answer to the Court's inquiry the defendant entered a plea 
of guilty to Possession of Controlled Substance on or about 
November 3, 2006. 
The Court having found that the plea of guilty was being made 
freely, voluntarily, knowingly and intentionally, without threats, 
or coercion, allowed the defendant to withdraw his plea of not 
guilty and accepted the defendant's plea of guilty. 
The Court inquired if the appropriate protocol would be suspended 
execution of sentence pending the appeal. 
Mr. Roker concurred. 
The Court' ordered a PSI and set the case for Sentencing on July 
24, 2007, at 1:30 p.m. 
Court Minutes page-2- 
The Court further ordered case CR-2006-3878 conditionally be 
dismissed upon the Motion of the State. 
Court was adjourned. 
STEPHEN W. DRESCHER 
Betty J. Dressen, Clerk 
BY: 
Deputy Clerk 
Court Minutes page-3- 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICTOF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
********** 
THE HONORABLE STEPHEN W. DRESCHER 
COURT REPORTER: DENECE GRAHAM 
DATE: July 24, 2007 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
Kay Kofoed, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-003896 
COURT MINUTES 
Time: 1:44-1:46 p.m. 
This being the time and place set for v&~~'wJ, present 
before the Honorable Stephen W. Drescher were Shane Darrington, 
retained counsel for the defendant, and the State of Idaho 
represented by Barbara Richart, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney. 
The defendant was neither present nor accounted for. 
Mr. Darrington advised his office had contact with the defendant 
previously and did not know why he was not present before the 
Court. 
The Court advised the defendant was present before the Court on 
May 30, 2007, and was advised to appear on today's date. 
The Court ordered any bond previously posted be set aside and held 
for naught, warrant be issued, bond set in the amount of 
$25,000.00. 
Court was adjourned. 
STEPHEN W. DRESCHER 
puty Clerk 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
Kay J Kofoed 
2007 1/2 N Whitley Dr 
Fruitland, ID 83619 
Defendant. 
DOB: 
DL or SSN: 
..,l'rd Judicial District Court, State of Ida. 
In and For the County of Payette WECE~VED 
1130 Third Ave. NO. Room 104 - P A W E  COUNTY SHERIFFS DEPT 
Payette, Idaho 83661 JUL 2 4 2 ~ 1  
HOUR---MIN____AM/PM 
BAYETTE COUNC IDAHO 
J 
) 
) Case No: CR-2006-0003896"D 
"_ ,,._ .-_ ...--._ I -^ I  . 
) Y-.'. 3.. -<l"'L *< ) 
) BENCH WARRANT ; x .d.hk&.*. A i T! ,li,;(~jCj$,;,. j>$-I.,;!:,;- G i i f i T  
TO ANY SWORN PEACE OFFiCER IN THE STAT.E OF IDAHO: 
The Defendant in the above captioned case, having failed to appear for the following court hearing on the charge 
of: Controlled Substance-Possession of, felony. 
Sentencing, July 24,2007, 1:30 p.m. 
Judge: Stephen W Drescher 
Said Defendant having been released upon his/his own recognizance; 
NOW, THEREFORE, THIS IS TO COMMAND YOU to forthwith arrestthe above named Defendant and bring him/her 
before this Court. 
Dated: 7 / 2 W W  
---.. 
May be served: fi Ezr :rniight 
Bond Amount: $25000.00 
RETURN OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I served the foregoing Warrant by arresting the above named Defendant on this - c3\ day of 
, c-7: 
Officer: 
Agency: 
BENCH WARRANT - 1 
Pc~", 
1x8 
! 
qttorneys at Law 
417 S. Kimball Avenue, Suite 200 ' 
qaldwell, Idaho 83605 ! 
Tcfcphonc: (208) 459-6795 i 
@acscrncle: (208) 459-6908 
I 
i , 
Attorney for Defendant 
! 
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I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL D I S T R I ~  
UF'l.Hi3 S.I'A.l'!5 UF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ' 1  
I ) CASE NO.! CR2006-3896 Plaintiff, 1 
y 8. 
I 
1 
I 1 ORDERRELEASE 
~ A Y  KOFOED, ) 
1 
Defendant. 
IN CONSIDERATION of the parties' Stipulation to Release Defendant on Own 
gecognizance, and being fully advised in the law and the premises, and good cause 
appearing therefore, 
I IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, that the Defendant 
bb released 
I District Judge 
07/25/200$ 15: 15 12084596908 LOVAN ROKER 
I 
BRIFIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I / I HUlEBY CERTIFY  hit on this day of , 2007, I 
qerved a copy of the foregoing document on the following indivhals by placing in the 
@rt basket: LOVAN+ROKER, P. C., Payette County P.A. and Payette County Jail. 
CLERK OF THE COURT 
I 
i 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I OFDER RELEASE - 2 
I 
FILED L M D P  .M. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE JUDlC,AL D l S T y j T  
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF \c+.qe+ie 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) case NO. @JL;loc,b - OOCI 7 %' 9 6 
) 
Plaintiff, i MOTION FOR EXONERATION OF 
1 BAIL AFTER FORFEITURE 
vs . 1 dL\ 3 &qoed Bond Amt: $ 5" ff a a  ) Power No. -5'3 0 6 / 9 
9 ) Date Fo 
Defendant. Charge: 
PURSUANT TO THE GUIDELINES FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF BAlL BONDS IN THE 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT ADOPTED BY THIS COURT, 
Y MADE th t the undertaking of bail posted in the matter herein 
by , on behalf of  the above-named defendant, be 
exonerated; and 
IT IS FURTHER STATED that said undertaking in  this matter has been forfeited by 
this court; however, the above-named defendant was incarcerated with the County 
Sheriff as certified in  the Sheriff's Certificate of Acknowledgement of Surrender of  
Defendant filed herein, all within the time limits prescribed by said Guideline 
Bail Agent 
Y- 6 . 3  
Date 
MOTION FOR EXONERATION OF BAIL AFTER FORFEITWE - 1 
1 - 3 1  
Deputy 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 3.~4 JUDICIAL 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, I N  AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
1 c a s e  NO. Qb7mln & 
' ) Y b  
1 ORDER OF EXONERATION OF 
) BAIL BOND AFTER FORFEITURE 
1 vs'G TS *&Qeci 1 Bond Amt: $ 9 do 
) Power No. ,C$ - G S  f l ( ,  l 9 
, 1  Date Forfeited: 7'- $4- 03 
Defendant. c h a r g e : 9 o s s  & si.& 
WHEREAS, ~ ? - J - S  , bail of t h e  above-named 
defendant in this matter, has  filed a motion with this court requesting a n  Order 
exonerating it a s  bail of said defendant; and 
WHEREAS, said bail has  filed with this court an  executed Sheriffs  Certificate of 
Acknowledgement certifying that said defendant w a s  
incarcerated with the  County Sheriff; and 
\ 
WHEREAS, it appears t o  this court that the undertaking posted by said bail in this 
matter has  heretofore been forfeited; and  
WHEREAS, the  Trial Court Administrator of this District o r  his delegate has  
certified that all requirements of the Guidelines For the  Administration of Bail Bonds  in 
the  Judicial District have been complied with in this matt r. $ n n  - 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that 
- A- 
bail of the above-named defenda 
&p, \_$ 
atter be, and hereby is, exonerated and 
discharged from all further liability 
, 
ORDER FOR EXONERATION OF BAIL BOND - 1 
13 2 
THIRD JUDfCIWL DISTRICT COURT 
Payeti8 County, I&ho 
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAH 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE . . A . M . P M .  
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
Plaintiff, ) 
VS . 1 
) Case No: CR-2006-0003896 
Kav J Kofoed ) 
Defendant. j 
) COMMITMENT 
DOB: 1 
DL or SSN: 1 
) 
TO: THE SHERIFF OF PAYETTE COUNTY 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Kay J Kofoed, convicted of the crime of 
Controlled Substance-Possession of , felony, committed as set forth in the 
Complaint on file in the above entitled action, be committed to the custody of the 
Sheriff of Payette County: 
Bond having been set in the amount of $ 
Bond having been increased to the amount of $ 
Copies: Prosecuting Attorney 
Defense Attorney 
Payette County Jail 
IN THE COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
* * * * * * * *  
THE HONORABLE STEPHEN W. DRESCHER 
COURT REPORTER: Denece Graham 
DATE: September 5, 2007 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
plaintiff. 
Kay James Kofoed, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2006-3896 
COURT MINUTES 
Time: 1:51-2:03 p.m. 
This being the time and place set for Sentencing to the charge of 
Possession of a Controlled Substance, felony, present before the 
Honorable Stephen W. Drescher were the defendant Kay James Kofoed, 
and his court retained attorney Shane Darrington, and the State of 
Idaho represented by Barbara Richart, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney. 
The Court ascertained there was no legal reason why sentencing 
should not be pronounced. 
Mr. Darrington advised the Court of the Rule 11, and stay 
execution of sentencing will be filed this week or beginning of 
next week. 
Mr. Darringeon had corrections and additions to the PSI. So noted 
by the Court. 
The State advised the Court that this was the defendant's 3rd 
felony, and the PSI recommended sentence to retained jurisdiction. 
The State recommended follow the PSI and 2 years fixed with a 
total aggregate term of 4 years, retained jurisdiction, and 
restitution 'of $100.00 to the State lab. 
Court Minutes 
Mr. Darrington presented argument, and asked the Court to treat 
this felony as a lSt time offender, due to the other felonies were 
along time ago, and Mr. Darrington concluded that the defendant 
will provide proof for enrollment of substance abuse classes. 
The defendant apologies to the Court for having to be here today. 
Based upon presentation of counsel, the defendant, the PSI writer, 
and the ends of sentencing, the Court sentenced the defendant to 
IDOC for a period of 4 years with the first 1 % years fixed, 
court cost, and the Court retaining jurisdiction for 180 days to 
commence when the Board of Corrections takes physical custody of 
the defendant. STAY OF EXECUTION UNTIL FEBRUARY 1, 2008 AT 4:00 
p.m. which at that time the defendant will surrender to the 
Payette County Sheriff's office to serve the above sentence. 
The defendant was given his post-conviction rights and the PSI'S 
were returned to the clerk. 
The Court o2dered case CR-2006-003878 was dismissed upon motion of 
the State. 
Mr. Darrington advised the Court that a finding on record to 
entertain a motion prior to 2/01/08 if appeal is pending, Mr. 
Darrington advised he did not want it foreclosed. 
The Court advised Mr. Darrington that it wokd not be foreclosed. 
Court was adjourned. 
STEPHEN W. DRESCHER 
Betty J. Dressen, Clerk 
BY: 
Deputy Clerk 
Court Minutes 
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT GOUm 
Paye'ae County, ldairo 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs 
Kay James Kofoed, 
Aka: none 
t. 
SS:
DOB
) Case No. CR-2006-3896 
) 
) 
) JUDGMENT AND COMMITMENT 
) 
) 
On this 5'" day of September, 2007, personally appeared, Barbara 
Richart, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for the County of Payette, 
State of Idaho, and the defendant Kay James Koefoed and the 
defendant's retained attorney Shane Darrington, this being the 
time heretofore fixed for pronouncing judgment. 
IT IS ADJUDGED that the defendant has been convicted upon the 
defendant's plea of guilty of the offense Possession of a 
Controlled Substance a violation of Idaho Code Section 37-2732 
(c) (l), committed on or about November 3, 2006; and the Court 
having asked the defendant whether there was any legal cause to 
show why judgment should not be pronounced, and no sufficient 
cause to the contrary being shown or appearing to the Court, 
IT IS ADJUDGED that, the defendant be sentenced to the custody of 
the Idaho State Board of Corrections for a minimum period of 
confinement .of one and one-half (1 %) years, and a subsequent 
indeterminate period of confinement not to exceed two and one-half 
(2 %) years, for a total aggregate term of four (4) years, the 
Court retained jurisdiction for a period of 180 days to commence 
when the Board of Correction takes physical custody of the 
defendant. STAY OF EXECUTION UNTIL FEBRUARY 1, 2008 AT 4:00 p.m. 
which at that time the defendant will surrender to the Payette 
County Sheriff's office to serve the above sentence. 
JUDGMENT & COMMITMENT 
IT IS ORDERED that the defendant is to pay court costs and fees of 
$107.50 for a total of $107.50, ($50.00 for each felony and $25.00 
for each misdemeanor, to be distributed to the Victim's 
Compensation Fund.) 
IT IS ORDERED that the defendant be given credit for days 
incarceration prior to entry of judgment for this offense (or an 
included offense) pursuant to Idaho Code Section 18-309. 
IT IS ADJUDGED that the defendant be committed to the custody of 
the Sheriff of Payette County, Idaho, for delivery forthwith to 
the Director of the Idaho State Board of Corrections at the Idaho 
State Penitentiary, or other facility within the State designated 
by the State Board of Correction. 
IT IS ORDERED that the clerk deliver a certified copy of this 
Judgment and Commitment to the Director of the Idaho State Board 
of Corrections or other aualified officer and that the c o ~ v  serve 
// 
Stephen W. Drescher, District Judge 
Certificate of Service 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
Jud ment and Commitment was mailed and/or hand delivered this $- day of September 2007, to the following persons: 
Barbara Richart, Deputy Payette County Prosecutor (basket) 
Shane Darrington, Retained Attorney (mailed) 
Payette County Sheriff, (hand delivered) 
Records-IDOC, 1299 North Orchard, Suite #110, Boise, Idaho 83706 
(fax/mailed) 
Deputy Clerk ' " 
JUDGMENT & COMMITMENT 
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
Plaintiff, 1 
) VS . 
Kay J Kofoed 
Defendant. 
DOB: 
) Case No: CR-2006-0003896 
) 
) 
) CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED 
) 
) 
The following is an accounting by the Payette County Sheriff of time served by the 
above named Defendant for the charge of Controlled Substance-Possession of . 
Date In RELEASE DATE OF SENTENCING # of Days c z  
TOTAL NUMBER OF DAYS -5 
Dated this I., 0 day of .%, 2 0 m .  
CC: IDOC records (faxed & mailed) 
Prosecutor 
Defense A t t o r n e y - 0 ~ r , ~ g *  
CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED - 1 13 8 
09/.20/2007 13: 37 12084596908 LOVAN ROKER PAGE 02/06 
LOVAN * ROKER, P.C. 
GREQG E. LOVAN- ISB NO. 1762 
MATTHEW J. ROKER-ISB NO. 4835 
ERIC E BALDWIN - ISB NO. 6240 
T. SHANE DARRINGTON .. ISB NO. 6461 
Attorneys at Law 
717 S. Kimball Avenue, Suite 200 
Galdwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 459-6795 
Facsimile: (208) 459-6908 
Attorneys for Defendant 
mm 
THIRD JUDICIAL MSTRICT COURT 
Payette County, Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDTCSAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO ) 
CASE NO. CR06-3846 
Plaintiff, ) 
) MOTION TO WITHDRAW 
VS. 1 Am NOTICE OF HEARING 
IWY KOFOED, 
j 
1 
) 
Defendant, 1 
COMES NOW, T. SHANE DARRINCrTON by and on behaIf of himself and his 
firm, LOVAN 4 ROKFR, P.C., of Caldwoll, Idaho, aiid r~~ovss this Horiorable Court for 
an Order permitting to withdraw as counsel of record in all matters pertaining to the 
Defendant's appeal. 
This Motion i s  made and based on the Affidavit of said attorney filed herewith 
and tile provisions of I.C.R. 44.1.. 
NOTICE OF HEARING: The undersigned attorney will bring the above Motion 
on for hearing before the Ho~iorable Drescher at the Payette Courthouse on October 5 
2007, at the hour of 9:00 o'clock, A.M., or as soon thereafter as coul~sel can be heard. 
Oral argument is  requested. 
MOTION TO WITHDRAW ANT) NOTICE OF HEARING - 1 
139 
LOVAN ROKER PAGE 03/06 
Oral argument is requested. 
BRTIFICATE OF SERVICE: The undersigned hereby certifies that a hue and 
correct copy of the foregoing instrument was facsimile, to BRIAN LEE, Payette 
Prosecuting Attorney at (208) 642-6099, Payette, Idaho, and mailed, postage prepaid, to 
KAY KOFOFOED, 2007 N. Whitley, Fruitland, Idaho 83619 this date. 
DATED: September a, 2007, 
LOVAN + ROKER, P.C. 
MOTlON TO WlTHnRAW AND NOTICE OF HEARING - 2 
LOVAN r ROKER, P.C. 
CrREGG E. LOVAN- 1SB NO, 1762 
MATTHEW J. ROICER-WID No. 4835 
ERIC E BALDWlN - ISB NO. 6240 
T. SHANE DARRINGTON - ISB No. 6461 
Attorneys at Law 
717 S. Kimball Avenue. Suite 200 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 459-6795 
Facsimile: (208) 459-6908 
LOVAN ROKER PAGE 02/04 
Attorney for Dcfcl~dant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OFTHE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THP. COUNTY OF PAYlZTE 
STATB UF IDAHO, 1 
1 CASE NO. CR2006-3896 
PlaintifflR~syonJenl, ) 
) 
VS. 1 NOTICE OF APPEAL 
1 
KAY KOFOED, 1 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMEL, HES.PONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO AND THE PARTY'S 
ATTORNEYS, BRIAN LEE, PAYETTE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY AND THR 
CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
I .  The above name appellant Kay Kofoed appeals against the above named respondent 
to the Idaho Supreme Court from a final judgment of conviction. entered in the  hove. e.ntitle.d 
action on the 7T"' day of September, 2007, Honorable Drescher presiding. 
NOTXCB OF APPEAL - 1 
09/.20/2007 13: 39 12084596408 LOVAN ROKER PAGE 03/04 
2. The Appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgment 
described in paragraph 1 above is an appealable order i~nder and pursuant to Rule 11(C)(1) I.A.R. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issue on appeal is whether the District Court erred in 
denying Defendant's motion to suppress fividencc. This statement of issues on nppcnl shall nor 
prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal. 
4. Nn order has been entered sealing any portion of'thc rccord. 
5. (a) A reporter's transcript i s  requested. 
(b) The appellant requests the preparation of thc following portions of the ~~purlcr's 
transcript: 
Hearing on Motion to Suppress Evidcnce February lG, 2007. 
Hearing on Motion to Recongider Denial of Motion to Suppress on May 17,2007. 
6. 
, The appellnnt rcqucsts the following docu~rreots m be included in the clerk's record 
in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28. I.A.R. 
7. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter. 
(b) That the reporter's transcript fee nnd the clerk's record fee should be paid by the 
County because the DefendnntAAppellant is indigar~t s i ~ d  he will apply for payment of fees by the 
County. 
(0)  That tltere is no appellate filing fee, 
(d) That service has beet1 made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 
20.1.A.R. 
1 NOTICE OF APPEAL -- 2 
LOVAN ROKER PAGE 0'4104 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing NOTXCE OF APPEAL w n ~  hand delivered to BRIAN LEE, Pnycttc County 
Prosecuting Attorney, Payette County Courthouse, Payette, Idaho; hand delivered to the 
Administrntivc Judge, Payette Coul~Zy Courthouse, Payette, Idaho; an0 mailed, postage prepaid, to 
ALAN G. LANCE, Attorney General, STATE OF IDAHO, P.O. BOX 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720, 
this date. 
DATED: September - fJ2007. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3 
LOVAN + ROKER, P.C. 
GREGG E. LOVAN- ISB NO. 1762 
MATTHEW J. ROIQ?R-1SB NO. 4835 
ERIC F. BALDWIN - ISB NO. 6240 
T. SIXAND DARNNGTON - TSB Nu. 6461 
Attorneys at Law 
717 S .  Kimball Avenue, Suite 200 
CaIdwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 459-6795 
Facsimile: (208) 459-6908 
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-------..-aw" 
TlIIRD JUDICIAL MSTRICT COURT 
SEP 20  2007 
Attorneys for Defendant 
JN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYLTTE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO 1 
1 CASE NO. CR06-3896 
Plaintiff, 1 
1 MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
vs. 1 STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC 
1 DEFENDER 
KAY KOFOW, ) 
1 
Defendant. ) 
\ 
COMES NOW, MATTHEW J. ROKER, by and on behalf of himself and his 
firm, LOVAN 4 ROKER, P.C., of: Caldwell, Idaho, and hereby moves this Court for its 
Order, pursuant to Idaho Code $19-867, et, seq. and Rule 13(b) (12) and (IQ), 
&ellate Rules, appointing the State Appellate Public Defender's Office to represent the 
ddcndant-uppcllant in all fwthcr appcliant proceedings and allowing cou~~sel for the 
defendant-appellant to withdraw as counsel of record in all matters pertaining to 
Defendant-AppeIlant's appeal. 
This Motion is made and based upoil the following grounds and reasons: 
1. The defendant-appellant is currently b e i n ~  represented by 
LOVAN+R.OI(EIR, P. C. 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEWNDEiR - 1 
1 Y?' 
09/20/2007 13: 41 12084596908 LOVAN ROKER PAGE 03/05 
2. The State Appellate Public Defender is authorized by statute to represent 
the defendant-appellant in  all felony appellate proceedings. 
3. It is in the interest of justice for them to do so in  this case since the 
dwfeodaitl-apy~lia111 is wilhoul funcis to retain Counsel for appeal and any further 
proceeding on this case will be appeals. . . 
GERTIFICATE OF SERVICE The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and 
correct copy of tile foregoing instrument was ,Facsimile, to BRIAN LEE, Payette 
Prosecuting Attorney at (208) 642-6099, Payette, Idaho, and was mailed, postage prepaid 
to Molly Nuskey State Appellate Public Defender, P.O. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720 
this datc. 
DATED Scptcmber -, fl 2007. 
LOVAN 4 ROKER, P.C. 
MOTION FOR APPOLNTMENT OF STATE A PELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER - 2 
1 d' 
TNRD .!UT)ICIAL M S r f j l ~ ~  C O ~ R  
Payetie County, Maho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DIsT $f$ 8~0 zoo? 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY o-~M
* * * * * * * * * I  
STATE OF IDAHO, U 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL 
XAY JAMES KOFOED, CASE NUMBER: CR-2006-0003896 
Defendant/Appellant. 
SUPREME COURT # 
Appeal from: Third Judicial District; Payette, County, 
Honorable Stephen W. Drescher, presiding. 
Case Number from court: District Court: CR-2006-0003896 
Order or judgment appealed from: JUDGMJ3NT AND COMMITMENT ENTERED 
ON SEPTEMBER 5, 2007. 
Attorney for Appellant: Defendant: none. (Motion for Appointment 
of State Appellate Public Defender pending before the District 
Court. ) 
Attorney for Respondent: State of Idaho, Attorney General 
Appealed by: Lovan Roker Law Office on behalf of Kay Kofoed, 
defendant 
Appealed Against: The State of Idaho 
Notice of Appeal Filed: September 20, 2007 
Notice of Cross-Appeal Filed: 
Amended Notice of Cross Appeal Filed: 
Appellate Fee Paid: No. Criminal Appeal 
Respondent or Cross-Respondent's request for additional record 
Respondent or Cross-Respondent's request for additional Reporter's 
Transcript filed 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL page-l- 
Was District Court Reporter's Transcript requested? YES 
If so Name of Reporter: Denece Graham 
DATE : September 20, 2007 
Betty J. Dressen 
Clerk of the District Court 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL page-2- 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
**********  
THE HONORABLE STEPHEN W. DRESCHER 
COURT REPORTER: DENECE GRAHAM 
DATE: October 5, 2007 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
Kay James Xofoed, 
Defendant 
Case No. CR-2006-003896 
COURT MINUTES 
Time: 9:15-9:16 a.m. 
This being the time and place set for defendant's motion to 
withdraw, present before the Honorable Stephen W. Drescher were 
Shane Darrington, retained counsel for the defendant, and the 
State of Idaho' represented by Anne Marie Kelso, Deputy Prosecuting 
Attorney. 
Mr. Darrington stood on his motion and noted for the record that 
notice of the hearing was mailed to the defendant and his office 
called and left him a message. 
The Court admonished the defendant was served and granted the 
motion to withdraw. 
The Court ordered the State Appellate Public Defender's office be 
appointed to represent the defendant in his appeal. 
Court was adjourned. 
STEPHEN W. DRESCHER 
Betty J. Dressen, Clerk 
Court Minutes page-l- 
LOVAN + ROKER, P.C. 
GREGG E. LOVAN- ISB NO. 1762 
MATTHEW J. ROKER-ISB NO. 4835 
ERIC F. BALDWIN - ISB NO. 6240 
T. SHANE DARRINGTON - ISB NO. m61 
Attorneys at Law 
717 S. Kimball Avenue, Suite 200 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 459-6795 
Facsimile: (208) 459-6908 
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Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DTSTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF TI[-IE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTB 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO, CROG-3896 
Plaintiff, 1 
1 
VS. 1 ORDER FOR LEAVE TO 
) WITHDRAW AS COUNSEL 
KAY KOFOED, ) 
1 
Defendant. ) 
1 
The Court having considered the Affidavit and Motion of T. SHANE 
DARRINGTON, as counsel for KAY KOFOED, in  thc above-entitled action, and havir~g 
considered the oral arguments of counsel, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that T. SIIANG DARRINGTON, slrd 1 1 1 ~  fir111 
LOVAN 4 ROKER, P.C., is granted leave to withdraw as counsel of record for 
Defendant. 
13ATFF.D: 
STEPHEN W. DRESCFIER 
District Judge 
ORIIER FOR LEAVE TO WITHDRAW AS COTTNSRL - 3: 
I Y ?  
LOVAN + ROKER, P.C. 
GREGG E. LOVAN- ISB NO. 1762 
MATTHEW J. RDKER-ISB NO. 4835 
ERIC E BALDWIN - XSB NO. 6240 
T. SIIANE DARRINGTON - 1SB No. G4GX 
Attorneys at Law 
717 S. Kimball Avenue, Suite 200 
CaldweII, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 459-6795 
Facsimile: (208) 459-6908 
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Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO. 1N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAIKj, 1 
1 CASE NO. CR06-3896 
Plaintiff, j 
1 ORDER APPOINTING STATE 
vs. 1 APPELLATE PUBLIC DEli%NDER 
) IN DIRECT APPEAL 
KAY KOFOED, 1 
) 
Defendant. ) 
TO: IDAHO STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
The above named defendant-appellant having been convicted of the offenses of 
Possession of a Controlled Substance a violation of Idaho Code Section 437-2732(c)(l). 
The defendant-appellant having requested the assistance of counsel in pursuing a direct 
appeal from the denial of Defendant's motion to suppress evidence in  this Court, and the Court 
being sntist'icd tlrat said dcfcndant-appellant is an indigent person cntitlcd to tho scrvices of the 
State Appellate Public Defender pursuant to Idaho Code 913-870 and that the appeal is from a 
judgment or order enumerated in Idaho Code 819-870 (1); and good cause appearing; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER That the State Appellate Public 
ORDER APPOlNTlNG STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER IN DIRECT APPEAL 
Page 1 150 
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Defender is appointed to represent the above named defendant-appellant on the appeal on the 
judgment and convictio~~ entered in this case. 
The State Appellate Public Defender's Office is provided the following information 
concerning the case: 
1. The defendant-appellant's trial defense counsel is: LQVAN+ROKER, P. A., 717 
S. Kimball Ave. Suite 200, Caldwell, Idaho 83605. 
2. Defendant appellant's trial defense counsel has advised the Court that the 
defendant- appellant's , . current address is: KAY KOFOED, 2007 N. Whitley, Fruitland, Idaho 
83619 
DATED: ,2007. 
 STEPHEN W. DRESCHER 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFT That on this f i  day of , 2007, I served a 
copy of the foregoing document on tho following individuals mailed, postage prepaid to: 
LOVAN+ROKER, P. A. at 717 S. Kilnball Ave, Suite 200, Caldwell, Idaho 83605, and Payette 
County P.A., 1130 Third Ave. North, Payctte, Idalro 83661 and Court Reporter, Payette County 
Courrhouse, Payette, Idaho and Appellate Clerk Payette County Courthouse, Caldwell, Idaho and 
Molly Hiiskey State Appellsr.?. Public Defender via fax to (208) 331 2985 and mnilcd at P.O. 
Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720. 
CLERK OF THE COURT 
By: 
Deputy Clerk 
I ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER IN DIRECT APPEAL 
Page 2 I57 
LOVAN ROKER 
LOVAN t ROKER, P.C. 
GREGG E. LOVAN- ISB NO. 1762 
MATTHEW J. ROICER-TSB NO. 4835 
ERIC F. BALDWIN - 1SB No. 6240 
T .  SHANE VAKXINGTUN - ISB NO. 6461 
Attorneys at Law 
717 S, Kirnball Avenue, Suite 200 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 459-6795 
Facsimile: (208) 459-6908 
Attorney for Defendant 
FILED 
THIRD JWICIAL DtSTRIGT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OFTHE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
) CASE NO. CR06-3896 
Plaintiff, 1 
) 
1 MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
) OF SENTENCE PURSUANT 
) TO RULg 35 
COMES N O W  the Defendant, KAY KOFOED, by and tl~rough Itis attorney of recold, T.  
SHANE DARRINCITON of LOVhN + ROKER, P. C. N I I ~  rrlovos this Cuu1.1 Tor its vrJer 
reducing Defendant's sentence in this matter. 
This Motion is rnade ancl based upon the records of the above-entitled matter, upon 
further documentation i~ndlor affidavits to suppletne~lt his motion rzt a latcr data, and upon the 
oral argumenl: of ct~unsel &id testimony to be presented at the haaring on this Motion. 
mRTIFICATE OF SERVICE: Tile undersigned hereby certifies tliat a true and correct 
copy n f  the foregoing instruriient was tacsimlle, to BKlAN LEE, IJayette l'rosecuting Attorney at 
(208) 642-6099, Payette, Tdaho. 
MOTTON FOR RECONSIDERATION Or! SENTENCE PURSUANT TO RULE 35 - 1 
152- 
LOVAN ROKER 
"j9-23 
DATED: October ,2007. 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF SENTENCE PURSUANT TO RULE 35 2 
153 
11/05/2007 15:13 FAX 208 334 2985 STATE APPELLATE PD la 002 
MOLLY J. HUSKEY 
State Appellate Public Defender 
State of ldaho 
I.S.B. # 4843 
SARA B. THOMAS 
Chief, Appellate Unit 
I.S.B. # 5867 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
FLED 
THIRD .liiUlC;lAL UISRICT COUR? 
Pap tk  Coun@, Maho 
--.A.M. 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
(208) 334-2712 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR PAYETTE COUNTY 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
V. 
KAY JAMES KOFOED, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
) 
1 
) CASE NO. CR-2006-3896 
) S.C. DOCKET NO. - 
AMENDED 
) NOTICE OF APPEAL 
1 \ 
TO:' THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND 
THE PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, BRIAN LEE, PAYETTE COUNTY PROSECUTOR, 
1130 THIRD AVENUE NORTH , ROOM # 105, PAYETTE, ID, 83661, AND THE 
CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant appeals against the above-named 
respondent to the ldaho Supreme Court from the Judgment and Commitment 
entered in the above-entitled action on the 7th day of September, 2007, the 
Honorable Stephen W. Drescher, presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the ldaho Supreme Coud, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders 
under and pursuant to ldaho Appellate Rule (1.A.R.) I l(c)(l-10). 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 1 67' 
11/05/2007 15:13 FAX 208 334 2885 STATE APPELLATE PD 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the appellant then 
intends to assert in the appeal, provided any such list of issues on appeal shall 
not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal, is: 
a Did the district court err in failing to grant the appellant's motion to 
suppress evidence? 
4. There is a portion of the record that is sealed. That portion of the record 
that is sealed is the Presentence Investigation Report (PSI). 
5. Repaller's Transcript. The appellant requests the preparation of the 
entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.A.R. 25(a). The appellant also 
requests the preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's transcript: 
a. Motion to Suppress Hearing held on February 16,2007; and 
b. Motion to Reconsider Denial of Motion to Suppress held on May 17, 
2007. 
6. Clerk's Record. The appellant requests the standard clerk's record 
pursuant to I.A.R. 28(b)(2). The appellant requests the following documents to 
be included in the clerk's record, in addition to those automatically included under 
I.A.R. 28(b)(2): 
a. Affidavit of Probable Cause filed November 6. 2006; 
b. Anv affidavits, obiections, reslsonses. briefs or memorandums, filed 
i n  
opposition to the Motion to Sup~ress includina, but not limited to, 
the Memorandum In Suvporf of Motion to S u ~ ~ r e s s  Evidence 
AMENDED NOTICE: OF APPEAL - Page 2 155 
11/05/2007 16:14 FAX 208 334 2986 STATE APPELLATE PD 
lodaed Januaw 12, 2007. and Brief in Oa~osition to the 
Defendant's Motion to Suapress lod~ed Februaw 14,2007; 
c. Transcript of Preliminaw Hearina held on December 4, 2006. and 
filed on Februarv 15,2007; and 
d. Anv exhibits, includina butnot limited to letters or victim im~act 
t a n d  items offered 
in support of in op~osition to the Motion to Suaaress Evidence. 
7. I certify: 
a That a copy of this Amended Notice of Appeal has been served on 
the reporter; 
b That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent, (Idaho 
Code 1315 31-3220,31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e)); 
c That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a 
criminal case (Idaho Code $8 31-3220,31-3220A, I.A.R. 23(a)(8)); 
d That arrangements have been made with Payette County who will 
be responsible for paying for the reporter's transcript, as the client 
is indigent, I.C. 33 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e); 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 3 156 
11/05/%0P7 15:14 FAX 208 334 2985 STATE APPELUTE PD 
I 
e That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to 1.A.R 20. 
DATED this Sth day of November, 2007. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 4 /57 
11/05/2007 15:14 FAX 208 334 2985 STATE APPELLATE PD 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that 1 have this 5th day of November, 2007, caused a 
true and correct copy of the attached AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL to be 
placed in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed to: 
KAY JAMES KOFOED 
INMATE # 25553 
PAYETTE COUNTY JAIL 
1130 3RD AVE N 
PAYETTE ID 83651 
DENECE GRAHAM 
COURT REPORTER 
PO BOX 670 
WEISER ID 83605 
SHANE DARRINGTON 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
717 S KIMBALL AVENUE 
SUITE 200 
CALDWELL ID 83605 
BRIAN LEE 
PAYETTE COUNTY PROSECUTORS OFFICE 
1130 THIRD AVENUE NORTH 
ROOM # 105 
PAYETTE ID 83662 
KENNETH K JORGENSEN 
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
CRIMINAL DIVISION 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE ID 83720 0010 
Hand delivered to Attorney General's mailbox at Supreme Court 
HEATWTR R. CRAWFORD 
Administrative Assistant 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 5 15'8 
I ilvm , Deput~ 
V P STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff/Respondent, AMENDED 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY 
* I X X * X * X * *  
KAY JAMES KOFOED, CASE NUMBER: CR-2006-0003896 
THIRD JWIC;lAL WSTRICT COLlRT irf ~ ~ v t f d ~ a  
DISTRICT OF 
OEYJ%Y&~E-----~' 
B f i T f  J DRESSFN - 
~efendant/Appellant. 
SUPREME COURT #34589 
Appeal from: Third Judicial District, Payette, County, 
Honorable Stephen W. Drescher, presiding. 
Case Number from court: District Court: CR-2006-0003896 
Order or judgment appealed from: JUDGMENT AND COMMITMENT ENTERED 
ON SEPTEMBER 7, 2007. 
Attorney for Appellant: Defendant: Molly J. Huskey State Appellate 
Public Defender. 
Attorney for Respondent: State of Idaho, Attorney General 
Appealed by: Molly J. Huskey State Appellate Public Defender 
Appealed Against: The State of Idaho 
Amended Notice of Appeal Filed: November 5, 2007 
Notice of Cross-Appeal Filed: 
Amended Notice of Cross Appeal Filed: 
Appellate Fee Paid: No. Criminal Appeal 
Respondent or Cross-Respondent's request for additional record 
filed: 
Respondent or Cross-Respondent's request for additional Reporter's 
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LUVAN + IIOKER, P.C. 
GREGG B LOVAN- ISB NO. 1762 
MATTIICW J. ROKER-ISB No. 4835 
ERIC F. BALDWIN - ISB No. 6240 
T. SHANE DARRINGTON - ISB No. 6461 
Attorneys at Law 
717 S. Kimball Avenue, S11it.e 200 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 459-6795 
Facsimile: (208) 459-6908 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DlSTRICT COURT OF THE TFIlIIIRD JUDICIAL UIST'KICS 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYBTTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 CASR NO. CRO6-3896 
Plaintiff, 1 
VS. 1 SUPPLEMENT TO MOTION FOR 
1 KECONSlDERATION OF SENTENCE 
KAY KOFOED, 1 PURSUANT TO RULE 35 
1 
Deyendant. 1 
) 
COMES NOW tile Defendant, KAY KOFOED, by and througfi his attorney of record, T .  
SE-IANE DARRINGTON of LOVAN 4 ROKER, P. C. and submits the followitlg supplement in 
support of Motion for Reconsideration of Sentence Pursuant to Rule 35. 
Defendant requests this Court for leniency in granting his motion. 
-: 'I'he undersigned hereby certifies that a tr~ie and correct 
copy of t l~e foregoing instrument was facsimile, to BRIAN LEE, Payette Prosecuting Attorney at 
(208) 642-6099, Payette, Tdaho. 
D A T D  November 
SUPPLEMENT TO MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF SENTENCE PURSUANT TO 
RULE 35 - 1 lb/ 
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
Payew County, Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KAY JAMES KOFOED, 
Defendant 
1 
1 
1 CASE NO. CR-2006-3896 
1 
1 ORDER ON MOTION 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO 
CRIMINAL RULE 35 
1 
1 
) 
On May 30,2007, the Defendant in the above-entitled case pleaded guilty to one count of 
Possession of a Controlled Substance, under Idaho Code $37-2732(c)(I). On September 5,2007, 
this Court then sentenced the Defendant, to a period of four (4) years in the custody of the Idaho 
State Department of Corrections, with the first one and one-half (1 % ) years being fixed and the 
remaining two and one-half (2% ) years indeterminate. The Court then retained jurisdiction for a 
period of one hundred eighty (180) days. This sentence has been stayed pending the Defendant's 
appeal of this Court's denial of the Motion to Suppress as well as the Motion for Reconsideration 
thereof. 
The Defendant now moves for leniency with respect to the sentence herein. 
ORDER ON MOTION PURSUANT TO I 
IDAHO CRIMINAL RULE 35 
A motion under I.R.C. 3 5  places upon the movant the burden of showing that the original 
sentence was unduly severe or illegal. State v. Moore, 131 Idaho 814, 965 P.2d 174 (1998); 
State v. Warfield, 136 Idaho 376, 34 P.3d 37 (Ct. App. 2001). A motion to correct or modify a 
sentence "shall be considered and determined by the court without the admission of additional 
testimony and without oral argument, unless otherwise ordered by the court in its discretion . . ." 
I.C.R. 35. The decision whether to hold a hearing on a Rule 35 motion is directed at the sound 
discretion of the trial court. In deciding whether an oral hearing is necessary, the inquiry is 
whether the defendant could have presented the desired evidence through affidavits filed with his 
motion, or whether the denial of a hearing unduly limits the information considered in the 
decision. State v. Thomas, 133 Idaho 682, 991 P.2d 870 (Ct. App. 1999). With no indication 
that preclusion of a hearing in this case would unduly limit the defendant's presentation of 
evidence to be considered, a hearing in this case is not required. 
In bringing a Rule 35 motion, a defendant may present new information about himself or 
his circumstances. Thomas, supra. The Court may consider both facts presented at the original 
sentencing and any new information concerning the defendant's rehabilitative progress while in 
confinement. State v. Jardin, 121 Idaho 1030, 829 P.2d 1379 (Ct. App. 1992). However, the, 
Court has no obligation to correct, amend, or modify a legal sentence. State v. Villarreal, 126 
Idaho 277,882 P.2d 444 (Ct. App. 1994). 
Additionally, Idaho courts have held that where the legality of a sentence is not disputed 
and a Rule 35 motion seeks only to have the sentence reduced, that motion is essentially a plea 
for leniency and the decision thereon is vested in the sound discretion of the trial court. State v. 
Strand, 137 Idaho 457,50 P.3d 472 (2002); Stute v. Hayes, 138 Idaho 761,69 P.3d 181 (Ct. App. 
2003). A sentence that falls within the statutory maximum, \?ill not be disturbed unless a clear 
ORDER ON MOTION PURSUANT TO 2 
IDAHO CRIMINAL RULE 35 
abuse of discretion is shown; a sentence may represent such an abuse if it is unreasonable upon 
the facts of the case. State v. Elansen, 125 Idaho 927, 877 P.2d 898 (1994); State v. Akin, 139 
Idaho 160, 75 P.3d 214 (Ct. App. 2003). The Court shall determine whether the sentence 
imposed was reasonable or unreasonable by applying the four criteria utilized in formulating the 
sentence: (1) protection of society, (2) deterrence to the defendant and others, (3) possibility of 
rehabilitation and (4) punishment or retribution. State v Baker, 136 Idaho 576, 38 P.3d 614 
(2001). 
This Court imposed a sentence that was within statutory limits. Possession of a 
Controlled Substance, under I.C. $37-2732(c)(1), carries a maximum sentence of fifteen (15) 
years confinement, and/or $15,000 fine. The Defendant was given a sentence of four (4) years, 
with the first one (1) year fixed, providing for a sentence that is well within the legal maximum. 
The sentence was eminently reasonable, given the maximum sentencing guidelines approved by 
the Legislature for the underlying offense and given the Defendant's prior criminal history, 
including a not insignificant misdemeanor record as well as a prior felony conviction for delivery 
of a controlled substance 
Prior to sentencing the Defendant, this Court considered many factors including, but not 
limited to, the Defendant's plea agreement with the state, the recommendation of the state and 
that of the defense, the Pre-sentence Investigation prepared in this case, and Mr. Kofoed's 
substance abuse issues. The Court also considered the statutory factors and ends of sentencing as 
set forth in I.C. 319-2521, State v. Toohill, 103 Idaho 565, 650 P.2d 707 (1982), and State v. 
Wolfe, 99 Idaho 382,582 P.2d 728 (1978). 
ORDER ON MOTION PURSUANT TO 3 
IDAHO CRIMINAL RULE 35 
After considering all the aforementioned evidence and again considering the factors 
present at the time of the original sentencing, the Court finds that the Mr. Icofoed has failed to 
meet his burden and show the sentence is excessive, illegal, or unreasonable in its severity. 
Therefore: 
ORDER 
1 ~is>rict Judge 
ORDER ON MOTION PURSUANT TO 4 --  
WAHO CRIMINAL RULE 35 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Order was 
forwarded to the following persons on this day of ~ f l [ / / / @ & ~  ,2007: 
Shane Darrington 
Lovan Roker, P.C. 
717 Kimball Ave., Ste. 200 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Brian Lee 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Payette County Courthouse 
Payette, ID 83661 
ORDER ON MOTION PURSUANT TO 
lDAHO CRIMINAL RULE 35 
LOVAN r ROKER, P.C. 
GREGG E. LOVAN- ISU NO. 1762 
MATCHEW .T. ROKER-ISB No. 4835 
ERIC F. BALDWIN - JSB NO. 6240 
T. SlihNE DARRING'TON - 1SD NO. G4G1 
Auorneys at Law 
717 S. Kimhali Avenw., Suite. 200 
Calrlwell, idnho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 459-6795 
I;itcsimjle: (208) 459-6908 
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Alrolsr)eys for Defendant 
I N  TX-IE DlSTRICT COURT OFTHE THIRD JUDICIAL DlIISTKXCT 
OP TI-IE STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYMTE 
TllE STATE OF IDAIIO, ) 
1 CASE NO. CR06-3896 
Plnintiff, 1 
1 
VS. ) EX PARTE MOTION TO STAY 
1 EXECUTION OF SBNTENCE 
KAY ICOFOED, j PENDING APPEAL 
) 
Defendnnt, ) 
COMES NOW, KAY KOFOED, by and through his attorney of  record T.  
SHANE DARRINGII'ON, and p~~lgtfa~)t LO Ida110 Criminal Rule 54.5, and i~er'cby itloves 
the Court cx parte for an Ozcler to stay the time for excciition of sentence in this matter. 
An  appenl has been filed in the case, but $10 clate for oral argument has been set. 
According to the Srate Appellikte Pr~blic Dcfencler, the Idalto COk~rt of Apperlls bas set a 
de:tclline of February 4, 2008 Tor the lodging of transcripts and completion of the rec0t.d 
i n  the c a s ~ .  Tl~erefore, Defendant requests that a hoering dntc for thc execution of 
setltence be sct for some rime zfter February 4,2008. 
EX PARTE MOTlON TO STAY EXECUTION OF SENTENCE PENDING AP.PEAL - 
I 1b 7 
11/27/2007 14: 38 12084596908 LOVAN ROKER PAGE 03/04 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVTCE: The unclersigned hereby certifies thnt a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing i~istmmenr was facsimile, 1.0 BRIAN LEE, Pi>yette 
Pnrsecoting Attorney ilt (208) 642-6099, Payettc, iclaho, tltis date. 
DATED: November ?@! ,2007. 
EX PARTE MOTLON TO STAY EXECUTION OF SENTENCE PENDING APPEAL - 
2 lb 8 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
KAY KOFOED, 
Defendant. 
j 
1 CASE NO. CR-2006-3896 
1 
1 ORDER ON MOTION TO 
1 REDUCE SENTENCE 
1 PURSUANT TO IDAHO 
1 CRIMINAL RULE 35 
1 
1 
1 
On July May 30, 2007, the Defendant in the above-entitled case entered a guilty plea 
pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 11 to one count of Possession of a Controlled Substance 
(methamphetamine) under Idaho Code 837-2732(c). On September 5, 2007, this Court 
sentenced the Defendant to a period of four (4) years in the custody of the Idaho State 
Department of Corrections, with the first one and one-half (1%) years being fixed and the 
remaining two and one-half (2%) years left indeterminate. The Court retained jurisdiction for a 
period of 180 days. The Court further stayed execution until February 1, 2008. The Defendant 
now moves for leniency. 
A motion under I.R.C. 35 places upon the movant the burden of showing that the original 
sentence was unduly severe or illegal. State v. Moore, 131 Idaho 814, 965 P.2d 174 (1998); 
State v. Warfield, 136 Idaho 376, 34 P.3d 37 (Ct. App. 2001). A motion to correct or modify a 
ORDER ON RULE 35 MOTION 1 
sentence "shall be considered and determined by the court without the admission of additional 
testimony and without oral argument, unless otherwise ordered by the court in its discretion ...." 
I.C.R. 35. The decision whether to hold a hearing on a Rule 35 motion is directed at the sound 
discretion of the trial court. In deciding whether an oral hearing is necessary, the inquiry is 
whether the defendant could have presented the desired evidence through affidavits filed with his 
motion, or whether the denial of a hearing unduly limits the information considered in the 
decision. State v. Thomas, 133 Idaho 682, 991 P.2d 870 (Ct. App. 1999). With no indication 
that preclusion of a hearing in this case would unduly limit the Defendant's presentation of 
evidence to be considered, a hearing in this case is not required. 
In bringing a Rule 35 motion, a defendant may present new information about himself or 
his circumstances. Thomas, supra. The Court may consider both facts presented at the original 
sentencing and any new information concerning the defendant's rehabilitative progress while in 
confinement. State v. Jardin, 121 Idaho 1030, 829 P.2d 1379 (Ct. App. 1992). However, the 
Court has no obligation to correct, amend, or modify a legal sentence. State v. Villarveal, 126 
Idaho 277,882 P.2d 444 (Ct. App. 1994). 
Additionally, Idaho courts have held that where the legality of a sentence is not disputed 
and a Rule 35 motion seeks onIy to have the sentence reduced, that motion is essentially a plea 
for leniency and the decision thereon is vested in the sound discretion of the trial court. State v. 
Strand, 137 Idaho 457,50 P.3d 472 (2002); State v. Hayes, 138 Idaho 761,69 P.3d 181 (Ct. App. 
2003). A sentence that falls within the statutory maximum, will not be disturbed unless a clear 
abuse of discretion is shown; a sentence may represent such an abuse if it is unreasonable upon 
the facts of the case. State v. Hansen, 125 Idaho 927, 877 P.2d 898 (1994); State v. Akin, 139 
Idaho 160, 75 P.3d 214 (Ct. App. 2003). The Court shall determine whether the sentence 
ORDER ON RULE 35 MOTION 2 
imposed was reasonable or unreasonable by applying the four criteria utilized in formulating the 
sentence: (1) protection of society, (2) deterrence to the defendant and others, (3) possibility of 
rehabilitation and (4) punishment or retribution. State v. Baker, 136 Idaho 576, 38 P.3d 614 
(2001). 
This Court imposed a sentence that was within statutory limits. Possession of a 
Controlled Substance (methamphetamine), under I.C. $37-2732(c), carries a maximum sentence 
of seven (7) years in a state penitentiary and/or $15,000 fine. The Defendant was given a 
sentence of four (4) years, with the first one and one-half (1%) years fixed, providing for a 
sentence that is well within the legal maximum. The Defendant was further given the 
opportunity to participate in the retained jurisdiction program rather than being sent to the 
penitentiary. The sentence was reasonable, given the maximum sentencing guidelines approved 
by the Legislature for the underlying offense and the prior history of the Defendant. 
Prior to sentencing the Defendant, this Court considered many factors including, but not 
limited to, the Pre-Sentence Investigation prepared in this case. The Court also considered the 
statutory factors and ends of sentencing as set forth in 1.C. 919-2521, State v. Toohill, 103 Idaho 
565,650 P.2d 707 (1982), and State v. Wove, 99 Idaho 382,582 P.2d 728 (1978). 
This is the Defendant's second felony drug related conviction, though the prior 
convictions were approximately twenty years prior to the instant offense. The Defendant admits 
having a long term substance abuse problem and is interested in drug treatment. The retained 
jurisdiction program will place the Defendant in a more structured environment in which he may 
gain the skills necessary to overcome his substance abuse issues and learn to conform his overall 
actions to the requirements of law. The court believes that the Defendant is in need of, and will 
benefit from the prescribed sentence. 
ORDER ON RULE 35 MOTION 
After considering all the aforementioned evidence and again considering the factors 
present at the time of the original sentencing, the Court finds that the movant has failed to meet 
his burden and show the sentence is excessive, illegal or unreasonable in its severity. Therefore: 
ORDER 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendant Kay Kofoed's Motion to Reduce Sentence 
Pursuant to I.C.R. 35 is DENIED. 
/r 
ORDER ON RULE 35 MOTION 
I /  5tephen W. Drescher 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Order was 
forwarded to the following persons on this day of December, 2007: 
Idaho Board of Corrections 
Central Records 
1299 N. Orchard, Ste. 110 
Boise, ID 83706 
Shane Darrington 
717 S. Kimball Ave. Ste. 200 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Brian Lee 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Payette County Courthouse 
Payette, ID 83661 
ORDER ON RULE 35 MOTION 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, CASE NUMBER: CR-2006-0003896 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
SUPREME COURT #34589 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
KAY JAMES KOFOED, 
Defendant/Appellant. 
I. Bettv J. Dressen, Clerk of the District Court of the Third 
Judicial Disgrict of the 'state of Idaho, in and for the County of 
Payette do hereby certify that the following is a list of the 
exhibits, offered or admitted and which have been lodged with the 
Supreme Court or retained as indicated: 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS HEARING EXHIBITS 
NO EXHIBITS FROM THE STATE OF IDAHO 
DEFENDANT' S EXHIBITS 
Exhibit No. Description Admitted Ruling Reserved 
A CD RECORDING OF SEARCH X 
B DRAWING OF PREMISES X 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents will be submitted 
as EXHIBITS TO THE RECORD: 
1. Transcript on Appeal, lodged December 31, 2007. 
2. Transcript of Preliminary Hearing, filed Feb. 15, 2007 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents will be submitted 
as CONFIDENTIAL EXHIBITS TO THE RECORD: 
1. Pre-sentence Investigation Report 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the 
seal of the said Court at Payette, Idaho, this day of 
mv\M , 2 0 0 8 .  
Betty J. Dressen 
Clerk of the District Court 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, CASE N W E R :  CR-2006-0003896 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
SUPREME COURT #34589 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
KAY JAMES KOFOED, 
~efendant/Appellant. 
I, Betty J. Dressen, Clerk of the District Court of the 
Third Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the 
County of Payette do hereby certify that the above and foregoing 
Record in the above-entitled cause was compiled and bound under 
my direction and is a true, full and correct Record of, the 
pleadings and documents under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate 
Rules. 
I do further certify that all documents, x-rays, charts and 
pictures offered or admitted in the above-entitled cause will be 
duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along with the 
Court Reporter's Transcript and Clerk's Record. 
I further certify that, in addition to the exhibits 
identified in the Reporter's Transcript, the following will be 
submitted as a confidential exhibit to the Record on Appeal: 
(1) Presentence Investigation Report 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed 
at Payette Idaho, this 7 day of 
Betty J. Dressen 
Clerk of, the District Court 
CLERK' S CERTIFICATE -1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PAYETTE 
STATE OF IDAHO, CASE NUMBER: CR-2006-0003896 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
SUPREME COURT #34589 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
KAY JAMES KOFOED, 
Defendant/Appellant. 
I, Betty J. Dressen, Clerk of the District Court of the 
Third Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the 
County of Payette do hereby certify that I have personally served 
or mailed, by United States mail, postage prepaid, one copy of 
the Clerk's Record and any Reporter's Transcript to each of the 
parties or their Attorney of Record as follows: 
MOLLY J. HUSKEY 
State Appellate 
Public Defender 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83703-6914 
Attorney for: 
Appellant/Defendant 
LAWRENCE WASDEN 
Attorney General 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
Attorney for: 
Respondent/Plaintiff 
The parties shall have twenty-eight (28) days from the date 
of service of the appeal record to file any objections, together 
with a Notice of Hearing, with the District Court. If no 
objection is filed, the record will be deemed settled and will be 
filed with the Supreme Court. 
If there are multiple (Appellants) (Respondents), I will 
serve the record, and any transcript, upon the parties upon 
receipt of a stipulation of the parties, or court order stating 
which party shall be served. If no stipulation or order is filed 
in seven (7) days, I will serve the party whose name appears 
first in the case title. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed 
the seal of at Payette Idaho, this "/ day of 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE-1 
Betty J. Dressen 
